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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N. M., WEDNESDAY, JUNE 27, 1906.

VOL. 43.
FIRST
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THOUGHT THROATS
BIG
WERE BEING CUT

FOR

WE

Governor Issues Call

Operation on New York
School Children is Cause
for Riot.
June 27 The rumor
that children's throats were being cut
New York,

for Apportionment

In the public schools resulted In such

IN

BIG OCEAN LINER

OF ALL

BURNINGAT DOCK
L Steamer American is on Fire
at Quay in San
Francisco.

PARTIES

Roosevelt, Bryan,
La Follette Have
Populistic Ideas

excitement and panic throughout the
lower East Side today, that fifteen
schools with 25,000 pupils were closed.
Operations were performed yester-laTO ARRANGE FOR DELEGATES
upon several children for the re SO SAYS CHAIRMAN
moval of an adenoids fungus growth
in the back of their throats, and narap'
Chief Justice Mills and Secre sal cavities. theThe news spread
People's Party Nations.1 ComHebrews, who were
idly among
massacres
mittee Meet in St. Louis
Russian
to
the
led
Are
.believe
tary Raynolds
to be repeated In this country.
were
for Conference.
Summoned.
Threatening crowds of parents sur
rounded the' schools and hundreds of
St. Louis, June 27. 'The national
Governor Hagerman today made the policemen were powerless to restore
first move towards uniting the terrl- - order until the classes were dismissed. committee of the Peoples' Party met
in annual conference here today, dele
tdrles of New Mexico and Arizona Into
gates being present from almost
one state, when he issued a call to ABRAHAM MONTEevery stats in the i nion. The .gath
Chief Justice W. J. Mills and SecreZUMA'S RETURN erlng is for the purpose of discussing
the political situation." It Is said that
tary J. W. Raynolds to meet with him
at 3 o'clock Friday afternoon to ar- Navaho Eagle Finds Liberty Unprofit-bal- possibly the members will endorse
some man for the Presidential nomlna
Comes Back to Flesh Pots
range for the apportionment of deletion.
Reservation.
Indian
at
gates to be elected to the constitutionThe conference was called to order
Abraham Montezuma escaped from
al convention.
the United States Indian School yes by James H. Parries of Jollet, Illinois,
Sends Out Letters.
terday. There was great excitement national chairman of the Peoples'
Letters were sent by the Governor for a time. He entered the school party. In an address he said the party
about a year ago, coming from the was at peace within Itself. "The rate
to Mr. Raynolds and Justice Mills.
Navaho country. It was supposed that bill," he said, "does not meet Popu
At the meeting Friday the vote of
he had gone back to his people list demands, but Is a step showing
the Territory for congressional deleSearching parties were sent out. At at least that statesmen desire to do
gate at the last general election will one time It was suggested to get the something for the country. Populists
be canvassed, and the apportionment blood hounds from the penitentiary, will push on for government owner
of delegates will be allotted by conn but their failure to follow the trail ship of those Industries possessing
of the last two escaped convicts did government functions
ties according to this vote.
"Theodore Roosevelt, Senator La
not hold out encouragement in that
The task of apportioning the
Follette and Thomas T. Dawson, W
direction.
Is difficult and it is unlikely that
The search was kept up through- J. Bryan, Governor Folk and W. R
the three officials will finish the work out the day without success. About Hearst, nicknamed Populists by their
8 o'clock In the evening a dark ob- Wall Street despisers, are great men
at one meeting.
in their parties, and it is their Popu
After the apportionment is made it ject was seen In Andrews' Park; the
watchman went to investigate list tendencies alone that have made
night
will be the duty of the Governor to isand behold "Abe" had returned, tired, them more highly esteemed than their
sue a proclamation calling for the weary and hungry and fully repentant. ordinary fellow partisans.
"It Is now recognized by their party
election of the delegates. This proc- Abe Is a captive eagle and lives in
managers that Bryan, Hearst or Folk
lamation will be Issued sometime a cage in the park at the school.
He Is a fine bird but evidently has will be taken to defeat a Republican
next month.
had too good a time of it. Hence his for the Presidency. Likewise, RepubSection of Law.
attempt at flight to the mesas and licans understand they can defeat the
The section of law authorizing the canons of his nativity.
Democrats with no other than Roose
velt or La Follette.
Governor to arrange for the apportionment of the delegates Is as follows:
London, June 27. Bread and but"That at the general election to be ter Is the food for muscular work
HONOR HITCHCOCK.
held on the sixth day of November, according to an English physician.
nineteen hundred and six, all the elec- The perfect diet for those wno are. Harvard Confers High
Degree Upon
tors of said Territories, respectively, faddists is announced as eight ounces
tne Secretary of the
r
of
cooked
ounces
twenty-fouof
vote
meat,
to
are
at
such
election,
qualified
Interior.
'hereby authorized to vote for and bread, eight ounces of potatoes, two
ounces
of cheese, two ounces of bacon,
choose delegates to form a convenCambridge, Mass.. June 27. The
tion for said Territories.
The afore- one ounce of butter and half a pint two hundred and seventieth
comsaid convention shall consist of one of milk a day.
mencement exercises were held at
hundred and ten delegates, sixty-siHarvard University today. The recipof which delegates shall be elected to
ients of degrees, not includine honor
said convention by the people of the
ary degrees or degrees out of the
KILLS
course, numbered 917. Secretary of
Territory of New Mexico and forty-fou- r
the Navy Bonaparte presided at the
by the people of the Territory
alumni association meeting.
of Arizona; and the governors, chief
Among the recipients of honorary
justices and secretaries of each of
WEDDING HOUR degrees
was: Doctor of Laws. Ethnr.
said Territories, respectively, shall apAllen Hitchcock, Secretary of the In
portion the delegates to be thus electterior.
ed from their respective Territories, as
Secretary Charles J. Bona
parte was el'ected president of the
nearly as may be, equitably among
alumni.
the several counties thereof In accordance with the voting .population
as shown by the vote cast for DelePROMINENT ARMY OFFICER
'
RETIRED FROM SERVICE.
gate In Congres In the respective Territories In nineteen hundred and four."
Washington, D. C, June 27. Col.
Oswald Herbert Ernst, of the Corps of
Engineers, U. S. A., was retired to
SUPREME COURT NEWS
day on account of age, with the rank
THEN TURNS GUN ON SELF of brigadier general. He is chairman
of the Mississippi River commission
Much Important Business Is Transand a member of the Isthmian Canal
acted at First Day's
Session.
Friends Say Groom Must commission.
The Territorial Supreme Court comHave Been Insane From
menced Its special session today at
FORMER MILLIONAIRE DIES.
the Capitol pursuant to adjournment
Excitement
Washington, T. C June 27. Word
last January. Court will likely be In
was received here ti'day that Thomas
session during the remainder of the
E. Waggamann formerly treasurer of
In
Comfort, Texas, June 27.
week. There are twentyone cases on
the Catholic University, who failed
the docket to be heard and half a the presence of the assembled guests for over $4 000,000 about a year ago,
last
of his Intendat
the
home
night,
dozen decisions In cases already ardied today at a farmhouse near An
ed bride,
Relnhardt shot and
M irvland o' cancer. He was
gued will probably be handed down. killed MissJoseph
Ernestine Kuther, and napolis,
Those present were:
69 years of age
then shot himself.
Chief Justice William J. Mills, AsThe hour for the wedding was at
sociate Justice Jdhn R. McFle, Assohand when young Relnhardt walked
ciate Justice Frank W. Parker, AssoTO
into the parlor and drew a pistol, lev
ciate Justice William H. Pope, AssoIt
at
his
sweetheart.
She
threw
ciate Justice Edward A. Mann, Asso- elling hands as If to ward off the
TO
up her
ciate Justice
Ira A. Abbott, J. D. danger.
Sena, clerk of the court was at his
Three shots were fired at close
post. United States Marshal C. M. range. The first bullet entered her Cannon Insists That Impor
Foraker was represented by his dep- heart,
killing her instantly.
tant Measures Must Be
uty, J. H. Cooper. The Territory was
Relnhardt fired two bullets Into his
Acted on
represented by Attorney General W own breast and Is not expected to live.
C. Reid.
The cause of the tragedy is not
The following business' was tran- known.
Washinton, June 27. SDeaker Can.
'
non refused absolutely to agree to the
sacted:
The theory of friends of the couple
J. P. Conklin was appointed crier.
Is that Relnhardt was excited and tem- passage of an adjournment resolution
setting the day of adjournment within
The following cases were then porarily insane.
called.
The families are among the best. In the coming week,
No. 1146.
This gave rise to the renort that, the
Territory of New Mex- the county.
ico, appellee, vs. Albuquerque Land
Speaker of the House was onnnaeH tn
and Irrigation Company, appellant. Atearly adjournment and did not '
CUTS OUT LOCK STEP. it could be secured. The inference
torney General W. C.'Reld appeared
was unwarranted.
Mr. Cannon be.
for the territory and W. B. Guilders
Peniten- lieves
that all of the business of this
for the appellant. The case was ad- Rules for Convicts at Jollet
session of the Congress can be trans
tiary are Greatly Modified by
journed to the next session.
Warden.
acted and adjournment
No. 1069.
secured by
Alexander M. Henry
Thursday or Friday of this week. He
plaintiff In error, vs. H. B. Cartwrlght,'
Chicago, June 27. The last vestige does not, however, propose to tie his
defendant In error. E. A. Fiske apof the old order of "Iron heel" disci hands by bbjectionable
leelslation
peared for the plaintiff and W B
s
for the defendant. Adjourned to pline was wiped off the slate in Jollet forced on the majority of the House
Warden
next session.
penitentiary yesterday when
through the efforts of one or two memordered the discontinuance of bers of the Senate who could. If an ad
No. 1151. George R.
Beasley, appel- Murphy
lant, vs. James H. Hancock, appellee. the "lock step" in marching Inmates journment resolution was passed, talk
from their cells to the shops and din- any measure Into a shape where their
Moore and Paxton
appeared for the
appellant and E. A. Chaffey for the ap- ing rooms. The moderation In the Individual Ideas would have to be acpellee. A motion to strike the case rules, which has been going on for cepted in the place of the iudement
from the trial calendar was overruled the past ten years, was made possible, of the majority of the two houses.
and the case was adjourned to the It is said, through the influence of
The speaker told the Senate leaders
Maud Balllngton Booth, who has led who
next session.
sought the passage of the resoInNo. 1152. The
s
Manu- the convicts to look upon their
lution that he saw no reason why the
facturing Company, appellee, vs. The carceration as expiation and to with session could not end with the ending
Aztec Gold Mining and Milling Com- stand It heroically and In a spirit of of the month, but that the
sundry civil
pany, aonellanta. W. 9 Hnrtmnn nnr? humility and Christian obedience.
bill, the pure food bill, the immigraVeeder and Veeder appeared for the
tion bill, the beef Inspection propo
appeuee ana Catron and Gortner, C. MOTHER OF RAILROAD
sition and the railroad rate measure
A. Spiess and E. V. Ling for the appelMAGNATE PA88E8 AWAY would either have to be
aereed on
lant. Adjourned to next session.
or have the responsibility for their deNo. 1153. Strlngfellow and Tannehil,
San Francisco,
27. The feat plainly placed before the
June
a corporation, appellee, vs. W, W. Pet-ty- , mother of Henry Huntington died to- where It should belong, or he country
would
E. Sund appeared day at the residence of her daughter, not consent to the passage of the
appellant
(Continued en kag Eight.)
Mr. Holllday.
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Texas Man Shoots
Fiancee in Presence of Guests.

San Francisco, Cal., June 27. Fire
Is burning in the coal bunkers of the
transfer Pacific liner American at the
Pacific mail dock. It is thought spon
taneous combustion is the cause of
the blaze. The steamer was to have"
sailed next Saturday.

DEFENDS HIS SON.
Charles B. Blanchard Says Boy Accused of Stealing Railroad Ticket
Should Be Heard.
Charles B. Blanchard of Fruitland
has come to Santa Fe to see that his
son, Charles, who is accused of steal-'na railroad ticket from the depot
of the Santa Fe system, Is properly
lefended. Young Blanchard was employed at the depot.
In a letter to the New Mexican.
Mr. Blanchard says:
Santa Fe, June 27,
To the Editor of New Mexican:
I have just arrived from Fruitland
and am here to investigate my boy's
troubles, who has been employed less
than one month as annrentice teleg
rapher at the Santa Fe station. I was
shocked and greatly surprised at the
notice of his trial In the New Mexican and cannot realize that the
charges of appropriating tickets could
oe proved against him, as he wrote
me only a few days aeo that he was
well pleased with his work and that
with close attention to his duties he
did not expect to have to serve his
full term of apprenticeship, but hoped
to be promoted within a few months.
Although my son Is not yet of age,
less than one year out of colleen
without experience, If I find him
guilty of such a crime, I want him to
be punished, but at this Rtage of my
investigations, I fall to find enonirh
evidence to convict him. The disap
pearance Of tickets from the raso
that, had not been checked un for
over four months Is not enough evi
dence to force me to believe that my
son should be made responsible for
the shortness of tickets that wer Hn.
ble to disappear from the case be
fore his entrance at the station.
In regard to his writing trivial, ink- ing letters to his Las Vegas friends
from such a place, offering to furnish
transportation to the Cltv of Movi
I refuse to believe that he meant to
do so and if he did. how cnnU h
accomplish his design without the help
of the agent, or without
being detected by conductors.
He deserves severe reprimand for
writing such letters. 6 VPT1 If t h P v oca
written In a joking mood and his Las
Vegas friend, who has been a trusted
employe of a large establishment for
several years declared vesterrlav
he did not dream of expecting such
transportation and had no desire of
going to Mexico; that it must have
been another joke from Charlie.
My son was not represented at the
justice trial and must have made
poor defense.
CHARLES BLANCHARD.
WATER PLUG

CAUSES
DELAY IN TRAFFIC

I HAW

NO. 110.
BUILDING SHAKEN
ALBUQUERQIJ
BY EARTHQUAKE

WAS CRAZY

DECLARE

FINDS

Will Try to Prove
Millionaire Slayer
Insane.

Cardiff, Wales, June 27. Violent
earthquake shocks were experienced
throughout the south of Wales at 9:45
this morning. Houses rocked and
many dwellings and stores were dam
aged. Hundreds of chimneys fell and
pictures were thrown from the walls.
lEIfER CAUSEJBF MURDER The occupants of dwellings were
thrown to the floors and people fled
from their homes shrieking in panic.
There were no casualties so far as
Pittsburg Man Found Epistle known.
The shocks were accompa
Written by the Dead
nied by loud rumblings.

Architect.
New York, June 27. The alienists
appointed by the district attorney's
office to examine Into Thaw's mental
condition reported to Assistant Dls
trlct Attorney Nott late this after
noon that so far aa they had deter
mined he is perfectly sane. They
still have, however, his physical con
dition to take Into consideration, as
he refused to submit to a physical ex
amlnatlon today.
New York, June 27. The examina
tion into the mental condition of Har
ry Thaw, the millionaire who killed
Architect White while at the Madison
Square Roof Garden, was begun to
day by three prominent alienists, selected for thr.t task by the district at
torney's office.
The prisoner was taken from the
Tombs to the criminal court building,
where the examination was conducted.
In addition to the alienlHts selected
by the prosecution,
Doctors Austin
Flint, C. F. Macdonald and William
Mahon, there wcra present Dr.
the Tombs physician and Dr.
Foster, representing the defense.
Burr Mcintosh, a friend of Thaw's,
is positive that he is Insane.
The ali.'nists wh examined Thaw
today announced he declined to answer any questions they asked him,
even after his attorney, Judge Olcutt,
advised him to do so.
He gave a vivid account of Thaw's
wild pranks.
Police Investigate.
With the police, the coroner's and
the district attorney's offices working
to learn all the details of the events
which led 113 to the murder of Stanford White by Harry K. Thaw, and all
silent as to their discoveries, there is
much room for speculation on all the
phases of the case.
The most interesting development
last night was the announcement that
Mrs. Thaw told her husband's lawyers
yesterday that she had received many
letters from Wnite since her marriage. One of them, it Is said, she threw
on her dressing table a few days ago
and her husband found it and vowed
vengeance on the writer.
White Was Watched.
White was astonished some months
ago to find that detectives were following him. Having the detectives
watched, he discovered they were reporting to Thaw.
Mrs. Thaw visited her husband today at the Tombs prison. She was accompanied by her husband's brother,
Joseph.
,

The Eatancla Fourth of July committee has chartered a train and will
run a special from- - Santa Fe to
and return on July 4th, providtickets
ed not less than seventy-fivare sold. The low rate of $2.00 for the
round trip has been made, and no
that it was unable to complete the passes will be honored. Free Barberun to this city. A part of the pas- cue Dinner on the grounds.
sengers were brought to the city In
carriages sent out by the company,
Omaha, Neb., June 27. The Standwhile others who did not wish to wait, ard Oil
Company has filed articles of
walked In.
incorporation In Nebraska.
a

e

BADGER STATE
MOODY TO PUNISH
AGREE
IS FOR BRYAN MANY RAIL LINES
ADJOURNMENT

t'--

Chll-der-

Stern-Roger-

a

Nebraska Man is Wisconsin's To Bring Suits Against Roads
Choice for Presidency
for Violating Safety
in 1908.
Appliance Law.

HarrlBburg, Pa., June 27. The Democratic state convention, to nominate
candidates for governor, lieutenant
governor, auditor general and secretary of Internal affairs, assembled
here today. Michael J. Rydn, of Philadelphia, was temporary chairman.
Toronto, June 27. Alexander Muir,
author of Canada's
national hymn,
"The Maple Leaf," died suddenly last
night.

A pine club more than two feet In
ength and heavy enough to be effec
tive when wielded in the hands of a
somewhat intoxicated and wrathy son- was the weapon which Epl
menio Garcia is alleged to have used
,
In beating his
Mrs. VI
centa Martinez, yesterday afternoon.
The officers were first notified of
he affair when Mrs. Martinez went
to the office of Jose Maria Garcia, jus
tlce of the peace, and asked that a
warrant be Issued for her
arrest. When she came ti the jail
it was observed that she had receive
a severe wound on the head, beside
minor Injuries on the hand and arm.
Deputy Sheriff Seferino Baca was de
tailed to arrest Garcia and son
brought him to jail, where arrange
ments were Immediately made for ;is
preliminary hearing.
Mrs. Martinez and her daughter, the
wife of the defendant, were the only
witnesses examined, District Attorney
E. C. Abbott appearing for the prosecution. Mrs. Martinez testified that
has never provided adeher
quately for his wife since their marriage ar.d that he has on many oc
casions been very unkind to her.
Yestyday afternoon he came to her
home In an intoxicated condition and
found his wife there. He began to
quarrel and finally) picking up a club,
began beating her over the head and
arms. She also testified that he threw
a cuspidor at his wife. The testimony
of Mrs. Garcia corroborated that of
her mother.
Garcia was bound over to the grand
jury and his bonds fixed at $300.
He Is In Jail.
mother-in-law-

Czar

ROOSEVELT

I

PRESIDEN

Nichols

I

of

Russia Praises

Theodore.

SPEND THE GLORIOUS
FOURTH AT ESTANCIA

A water plug on the engine pulling
train No. 2 on the Santa Fe Central
Railroad due in Santa Fe at 4:20 p.
m., blew out at Donaciana, five miles
south of Santa Fe yesterday afternoon, incapacitating the engine so

Milwaukee, Wis., June 27. Wisconsin Democrats at their state convention today passed strong resolutions
endorsing William J. Bryan for the
Presidency in 1908.
The convention was called for the
purpose of formulating a state platform. No nominations for state officers will be made as all political parties in Wisconsin will select their
candidates by a dlreot primary, to be
held In September.
One of the features of today's convention was the speech of former Sen
ator Vilas endorsing Colonel Bryan.
Mr. Vilas was one of the Democrats
who bolted Bryan nnd silver In 189G.
There were about 700 delegates at
today's convention. That the Bryan
supporters would rule the convention
has been a foregone conclusion for
several weeks.
State Chairman H. H. Manson Introduced Daniel H. Grady of Portage
as temporary chairman.

of

Beating Her With a Pine Club
Man Is Held.

GREA

Washington, D. C, June 27. Attor
ney General Moody has directed that
suits be brought against a large number of railroad companies to recover
penalties for the Violation of the
safety appliances law through failure
to keep the equipment In proper condition. The largest number of violations attributed to any one road is
fifty-twagainst the Atlantic Coast
line.
Among the roads made defendants,
are the Santa Fe, Rock Island, Colorado and Southern, Rio Grande, and
the El Paso and Southwestern.

Congress Makes Big

Appropriation for
New Building.
UNO

LEASEJIL

PASSES

House Votes for Lock Canal
Without Further Dis

Special to The
Washington,
.. Boise Penrose,
solicitation of

Mrs. Martinez Accuses

CALLS

GETjznuno

cussion,

USED BIG STICK.

FAILS

First

Severe Shock is Felt in Many
Towns in Southern
Wales.

EIO

Former United States Sen
ator Says Peace Negotiations Pleased Emperor.
New York, June 27. Former United
States Senator George W. Washburn
of Minnesota arived here yesterday
from London. On May 1 Senator
Washburn had a talk with the Czar
of Russia in which the emperor spoke
highly of President Roosevelt's service In ending the war with Japan.
"The President is a great man,"
said the Czar. "He is a great head for
a great country. Please convey to
him expressions of my great personal
regard."

BRINGS PRISONERS.
Sheriff of Rio Arriba County Adds
Two Boarders To List of
Penitentiary.

New Mexican.
June 27.
Senator
of Pennsylvania, at the
Delegate Andrews, of
New Mexico, has offered an amendment to the public printing bill now
pending and under consideration appropriating the sum of $200,000 for a
public 'building in the city of Albu
querque,
Signs Land Lease Bill.
The President today signed the bill
Introduced and pushed by Delegate
Andrews providing for the extension
of the power of the Territorial land
commission of New Mexico in the
matter of leases of Territorial public
lands. Under the new law the land
commission has power to lease areas
of public land of the
Territory to applicants in larger sections than G40
acres, which has been the maximum
area heretofore maintained.
Passes Canal Bill.
Washington, D. C, June 27. The
House today, without debate,
passed
tin; bill providing for the construction
of .1 lock type canal across the Isthmus of Panama.
Chairman Gardeuer, of the House
committee on labor, filed a favorable
report on the eight hour bill. It is
not expected that the measure will receive consideration this session.
Fight Over Amendment.
When the conferees on the agricultural appropriations bill took a recess
at 11:15, they professed that It appeared to be an impossible task to
reach an agreement on the meat Inspection amendment.
Senator Proctor urged a disagreement to be reported to the House and
Senate, but the House conferees refused to consent. Another attempt to
reach an agreement will be made this
afternoon.
The pure food bill, which was In
conference only two days, was agreed
upon at 12:30 o'clock. The report is
being drafted.
Domingo Treaty Dies.
The Santo Domingo treaty will not
"te acted upon by the Senate this session. The committee on foreign
adjourned until the next ses
sion of congress, and the treaty was
'eft without action. The opponents
of the treaty claim they have enough
votes to defeat It.
The House has adopted the deficiency bill amendment, legalizing the
collection of duties In the Philippine
islands between the date of the peace
treaty and March, 1902.
New Mexico Postmasters,
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, June 27. The Presl-len- t
tqday sent the following nominations of New Mexico postmasters to
the Senate:
Harry C. Carter, at Las Cruces; the
appointee is a young man of excellent
'eputatlon, who has been a resident
of the Mesllla Valley for over three
years and connected with the Engineer corps of the U. S. Reclamation
service. M. Branfgan, of Las Cruces,
had been strongly recommended for the
It was found that the apposition.
pointment of Branlgan could not be
made, and hence Mr. Carter was selected as a compromise candidate to
succeed the present postmaster, Allen
T. Papln, who has held the office for
over four years.
John M. Wiley at Silver City. Mr.
Wiley has served as a deputy U. S.
marshal under U. S. Marshal Crelgh-toM. Foraker for several years, Is
an old time citizen of Silver City and
was recommended by the Territorial
and local Republican organizations, as
well as by Delegate Andrews, National
Committeeman Luna, and Chairman
Bursum. Colonel H. H. Betts was a
candidate for the position and was
very strongly endorsed. When Colonel
Betts was appointed deputy coal oil Inspector he withdrew from the race,
and the support of those who favored
him was given to Mr. Wiley. The
present postmaster, Mrs. Artie Galloway, has neld the position for over
nine years.
There was quite a fight over this
appointment as the present Incumbent
had many friends and desired to stay,
The present postmaster Is a woman,
Mrs. Cleveland. Mr. Hamilton Is one
of the oldest residents of the valley, Is
highly respected In the Insurance and,
real estate business and was strongly
recommended by the Republican organization.
Harry W. Hamilton, postmaster at
Artesla, Eddy County,
n

Sheriff Benlgno C. Hernandez and
Deputy Adolfo Maes, of Rio Arriba
County, arrived in the city last even'
ing and brought two prisoners convict
ed and sentenced at the recent term
of the district court for Rio Arriba
County .by Judge John R. McFIe for
confinement in the Territorial
Pen
Itentlary. The prisoners are:
Antonio J. Martinez, 35 years of
age, assault with intent to rape, five
years confinement.
YALE UNIVERSITY HONORS
Estevan Ortega, 19 years of age
CHINESE MINISTER unlawfully discharging a pistol In s
settlement; eighteen months' confinement.
27.
June
New
Conn.,
Haven,
The prisoners were turned over last
Among the honorary degrees beArthur
stowed by Yale University at the com- evening to Superintendent
SOUTH DAKOTA MAN
mencement exercises today was that Trelford by Sheriff Hernandez.
STEALS JERSEY COW
of Doctor of Laws on Sir Chentung
Lland Cheng, Chinese minister at
FRENCHMAN WINS BIG
Elkton, S. D., June 27. If Phil
Washington.
AUTOMOBILE CONTEST.
Becker had not stolen a cow it might
never have been discovered that he
SENATOR OEPEW DROPPED;
Beck
stole
Lemans, France, June 27. SIsz was a kleptomaniac
TAFT TO SUCCEED HIM
(France) today won the grand prize a Jersey cow from a neighbor and
for the automobile contest over the then tried to hide it In a cellar, but
New Haven, Conn., June 27. It is Sarthe circuit, 1,236 kilometers. Slsz. the cow refused to take the steps.
understood that Secretary William H. in two days' racing, six hours per day. Then, fearing detection, Becker drove
Taft has been chosen a member of covered the course In twelve hours her into his bedroom and slept In the
seconds, in- same room all night. In spite of his
the Yale corporation to succeed Sen- three minutes and 67
ator Ohauncey M. De Pew, whose term cluding stops for repairs, averaging attempts to quiet her, she preslsted in
over 103 kilometers per hour.
mooing.
has expired.
o
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RAILROADS

GRIDIRONING
MEXICO.

NEW

Cimarron, Colfax County, in a few
weeks will nave direct rail connection
with Raton and with two great railway systems. Cimarron is the oldest
town In what is now Colfax County,
and In the early daB of the 70's was
the county Beat. St. Louis capital is
behind the railroad venture, which is
called the St. Louis, Uocky Mountain
and Pacific Railroad. That this railroad will pay, and that big, admits of
no reasonable
As far as
doubt.
known now, It will run from Des
Moines, on the Colorado Southern, In
Union County, to Raton, the county
seat of Colfax County; thence to Cimarron, and thence west into the Taos
Valley, and very likely on to the Pacific. If this happens, and the New
Mexican has good cause to believe it
will, there will be another
road to the Pacific coast
through New Mexico. By 1910 this
Territory will be grldlroned by railroads east, west, north and south, and
thera will be about C,000 miles of
trackage in this commonwealth. Verily, then the Sunshine Territory or
Sunshine State, whichever it may be,
will grow and prosper like the proverbial green bay tree in a favorable
location.
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WASHINGTON
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tf,

LETTER

Special Correspondence.
A census made by the civil service
commission shows that 1,587 of the

When the back aches and throbs
government clerks here are sixty-fivWhen housework 13 torture.
of age or over. Of this number
When night brings no rest nor sleep. years,
189 hold their positions on account of
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
In
set
When urinary disorders
their war records.
Women's lot Is a weary one.
4.00
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. .. Dally, six months, by mall
There is a way to escape these woes. The work done by these clerks is
$ .25 Dally, three niontlisi by mall.... 2.00
Dally, per week, by carrier
Doan's Kidney Pills cure such Ills. graded as follows: Excellent, 374;
2.00
1.00 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by carrier
Have cured women here in Santa Fe. good, 682; average, 220; fair, 251; poor,
1.00
75 Weekly, six month
Dally, per montih, by mail
This Is one Santa Fe woman's tes- 80.
75
7.50 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, one year, by mall
The oldest man In the service Is
timony.
another is ninety and three
Mrs. Juana Arias of San Francisco ninety-onfive
The New Mexican la the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
four are eighty-five- ,
Street, says: "For a year and a half are eighty-six- ,
a pain across my back was very severe are eighty-fousix are eighty-threevery postoffice in the Territor, and h as a large anJ growing circulation
fourteen are
and it increased so that I was com- twelve are eighty-twamong the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
eighteen are eighty, fifteen
pelled to take to my bed and stay tighty-onare seventwenty-fiv- e
there for two weeks. C. M. Conklin, are seventy-nine- ,
are seventy-sevetwenty-threknowing my condition, advised the ty-eight,
etc.
are seventy-six- ,
forty-fou- r
use of Doan's Kidney Pills and they
were obtained for me at Ireland's
Martha Washington's Bible.
The long lost Bible of Martha WashPharmacy. I used the remedy accordto directions when the attack of ington, taken from the home of tbe
ing
some
of these,
IS so. There are always
SETTLEMENT OF QUESTION
backache disappeared. This was eight Lee family at Arlington during the
but to the patriotic citizens, the deHAILED WITH JOY.
months ago and I have not noticed civil war, has been restored to Miss
a return. Previous to using Doan's Mary Custls Lee, daughter of General
Among the good acts of "the 59th cent property owners who pay the
busCongress and for which it Is entitled taxes the law requires, energetic
Kidney Pills I have tried plasters on Lee, the great Confederate commander,
io great credit, is the settlement of iness men and to all residents having
my back, but I might as well have by O. W. Kendrlck, Jr., of Philadelthe question of the type for the Pan- the good of the commonwealth at
used as much brown paper. I am only phia.
too pleased to recommend a remedy
ama canal. The lock system has heart, the charges will prove nat ana
Mr. Kendrlck, who Is a book colbeen adopted, and while there is a will have no more consequence in
upon which the public can depend."
lector, bought the book many years
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 ago from a man named Stein. The
great variety of opinion as to which, this year's campaign and elections
Co., Buffalo, vicissitudes through which this won
cents.
the sea level plan or the lock system than will have a sprinkling of water
SIDEWALKS FOR SANTA FE.
sole agents for the United derful old volume has passed will nevshall in the end prove the better, on a duck's back,
"That was certainly a charitable New York,
er be known. It was probably stolen,
the decision Is onej
nevertheless,
view a Wichita, Kansas, man took of States.
Remember the name Doan's and as were many other priceless treaswhich will be hailed with great de- - OUGHT TO accept JOINT STATE- - Santa Fe. He writes to his home patake no other.
ures, from the Lee mansion by the
HOOD.
light and with much satisfaction by
per that the New Mexico capital
servants or soldiers and pawned per
the vast majority of the people of
f
From
Yuma, which would be doesn't need any sidewalks and has no
SUMMER TOURIST RATES.
haps for a trilling sum by persons Ig
the united Mates, mat construction at the extreme western frontier of the room for them if It had." Pioswell
Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs norant of Its value.
of the great project will now
Dally Record.
gtate o Arzonai come the
Pueblo via the Denver & Rio
and
Book In Good Condition.
in earnest cannot and will not
difis
tne
man
That
Wichita
where
iowIng editorial utterances from the
In spite of Its strange experience,
Tickets on sale lune 1st to
PresGrande.
know
who
those
be doubted by
Sentinei, published In that ratlher fers with the Dally New Mexican.
ldent Roosevelt, his strenuous capa- warm town. It shows that In that This paper Insists that the Capital September 30, final limit October 31st the book is still In fine condition. Mr.
Pueblo in Kendrlck has kept it with great care,
city and energetic demand for work. section it Is not all against joint state- City stands In great need of sidewalks Stopovers allowed north of
and re- and Its black leather cover shows few
Denver
To
direction.
either
In both hood, and that tihe
miifit
It
and
commenced
them.
have
The Republican majorities
joint statehood
return scratches. A few pages are torn, but
and
Pueblo
To
turn
en$22.55.
sidecement
are
for
brick
and
the
Houses of Congress
certainly
fight
leaven is working in the right direcrethe ink is still unfaded, and many
and
To
Colorado
$17.5(".
come
Springs
walks five years ago, and it is gratifytitled to great credit for having
tion. The Sentinel says:
leaves and flowers, pressed by memturn $19.55.
to
know
to
it
has
succeeded
that
ing
to an agreement in the case, especion
the
"The conference
report
bers of the Lee family, are still withF. H. IvI'HRIDE, Agent.
line
some
extent.
miles
of
there
Several
that'
remembered
is
when
it
statehood bill has been adopted and
ally
in It.
is much diversity of opinion among the bill has been signed by the Pres- sidewalks have been constructed, and
The book was printed In London in
not
do
If
troubles
stocacli
will
more
to
you
be
built
have
miles
your
the best, most skilled and experi- ident. Oklahoma and Indian Terri many
1702 by "Charles Bill and the execua
no
for
is
conclude
there
great
cure,
will
cease its rightenced engineers, not only in this tory are admitted as one state, to be before this paper
eous and just demands In this direc- many have been permanely cured by trix of Thomas Newcomb, deceased,
country, but also in Europe, on the called Oklahoma.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab- printers to the king's most excellent
The agreement as to New Mexico tion.
question. The demand of the people
lets.
Get a free sample at any drug majesty." it contains the "order for
of the United States is for the speedy and Arizona contemplates the acceptthe year,"
store
and
give them a trial. They also morning prayer throughout
The appointment of Mrs. Mary Van
completion of the canal. This can ance or rejection of joint statehood
the communion service, the
Including
biliousness.
cure
and
constipation
now be depended upon to occur as by the people of these two Territo Houten of Raton, to be member of
iirticles of religion, the Old and New
early as it is possible under the cir- ries voting at the general election In the board of trustees of the New Mex- LOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N. M.( 'estaments, with the apocrypha, the
ico
Miner3'
Governor
The
cumstances in the case.
Hospital by
Chicago November. A majority in each of
metrical version of the Psalms and the
Via the Santa Fe Railway.
is a well deserved compliRecord-Heralviews the situation the Territories is required for actable of kindred affinity.
and
Colorado
From
Denver,
Springs
aptly and fairly when It says that ceptance. At the same election dele ment to a very bright, energetic and Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets
Old Record.
instead of the expected deadlock gates to a constitutional convention charming woman, and the women ot at one fare for the round
The earliest birth recorded In it is
Dates
trip.
wuo
Mexico
New
all
generally.
with
Everyone
on the question of canal type,
are to be elected. These will number
of sale June 5, 12, 14, 19, 26; July 10, that of Fanny Farke Custls In 1710,
the embarrassment that it involved 110, of which New Mexico Is to have knows Mrs. Van Houlen, and her ac- 19, 20. 21, 22, 27, 31 August 7, 14, that of her brother, Daniel Parke Cus-tiin
and
Colfax San Miguel
for the executive, we have concord 66 and Arizona 44. The 1)111 provides quaintance
being given as 1711. The marriage
21, 23, 24, 28; September 3, 18. 25, 27,
and peace and a clear track for pro- that if a majority of the voters of Santa Fe counties is extensive, is sure 28, 29; Odtober 2, 9, 16; limit 30 days of Daniel Parke Custls to Martha
the lady will perform the duties
afterward Martha Washington,
gress. Once more has the Senate, either Territory shall decide against that
of sale. For particulars Inof the position to which she has been from date
is recorded as having occurred In 1750.
by adopting the lock canal amend- joint statehood, then all parts of the
of any agent, Santa Fe.
quire
best
the
for
and
His young widow, who had been marment, treated the people of the United act referring to the two Territories appointed efficiently
H. S. LUTZ,
interests of all concerned. There is
ried when only seventeen, was left
States to 'a. pleasant surprise.
M.
shall be null and void.
N.
Santa
Fe,
New
every reason why the women of
with four children, only two of whom
The Kittredge sea level bill, favorThere Is a very strong rumor afloat Mexico should bo
recognized in the
lived to grow up.
REMEDY
VERY
FOR
THE
BEST
ably reported by the majority of the that the Southern Pacific Company
of such positions. There are
Tbe son, John Custls, who married
canal committee, seemed certain of will support the joint statehood pro filling
BOWEL
TROUBLE.
many capable, energetic and public
Mr. M. F. Borroughs, an old and Eleanor Calvert, was the father of four
passage until about three or four days vision, and the same position has been
recwomen
them
and
among
spirited
Washwell known resident of Buffton, Ind., children, one of whom, George
ago. Its supporters all along confi- taken by several leading Democrats
ognition is but their just due. Govthe father of
dently claimed a majority of the Sen- as well as Republicans, who are out- ernor Hagerman is to be compliment- says: "I regard Chamberlain's Colic, ington Parke Custls, was.
whom Arate, and the friends of the alternative spoken for joint statehood. The sen ed
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the General Lee's wife, through
upon making this appointment and
came into possession of the Lee
lington
now
see
we
But
little.
said
I
best
for
trouble.
bowel
very
in
type
timent
Temedy
favor of joint statehood has upon the very superior selection.
very
that they did a good deal of thinking. apparently grown stronger and strong
make this statement
after having family., book contains no record of the
The
And that thinking carried the day. er every day since the turning down
used the remedy in my family for
of Martha Custis to George
If the building material trust gives several
I am never without marriage
The powerful and manifestly impar- of the House bill In the Senate, and
years.
tial speech of Senator Knox doubt if Yuma is any criterion, there is another twist to the screw of prices, It." This remedy 13 almost sure to Washington.
President Sits For Artist.
less changed votes. The argument of good reason to believe the povision It will be apt to retard building oper- be needed before the summer is over.
towns.
President Roosevelt has been sitting
It costs fifty Why not buy it now and be
Senator Morgan for a sea level canal will carry at the general election. The ations in most
prepared
per cent more to build a house today, for such an emergency? For sale by for a portrait In oil, which Is to have a
not improbably made converts for the statements that have been, so
freely even at Santa Fe, than It did five
place in one of the buildings of the
all druggists.
opposite side. The debate appears to made by newspapers throughout the
University of Berlin. The artist comyears ago, and it is no wonder that
have been distinctly fruitful.
Territory that the Arizona sentiment many
missioned to paint tbe picture is Irving
resi
have
who
planned
people
SUMMER
was
the was almost unanimously against
TOURIST RATES
Another possible influence
R. Wiles of New York.
join dences or business blocks have de
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
stand of the House as ture, is by no means correct as ap
In i measure tbe work of Mr. Wiles
June 1st to September 30th the Is th outcome of a
indicated in the resolution it incor plied ,to the present time. There Is cided to postpone active construction
suggestion of the
other
until
and
hardware
lumber,
to
will
Santa.
sell
Fe
Denver
tickets
civil
into
the
.approa feeling, and it Is growing, that tills
sundry
porated
emperor of Germany and others which
at
are
materials
sold
building
again
Coloreturn
and
the
rate
of
at
$22.50;
priation bill the resolution providing will be our only chance for statehood
resulted In an arrangement last year to
that no part of the $25,000,000 canal for a score of years if the provision figures that are more In conformity rado Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, $17.55. have an exebauge of professorships in
a
cost
reasonable
with
and
their
on
profit Tickets
sale daily and are good for
appropriation shall be used on any is defeated. The conclusion is that to
leading universities of Germany and
the manufacturer and dealer.
return passage until October 31st.
sea level water way.
there Is no chance for single state
the United States.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
At all events, common sense has hood; that joint statehood Is better
New District Government.
The first session or the 59th Con
Santa Fe, N. M.
won, and Congress will not only have than Territorial vassalage, and that
Representative Kelfer of Ohio Is one
slncle
nroved
conclusively that
acted on the matter, but will have we ought to accept it. It is up to gress
of those members of the house who
UNKNOWN FRIENDS.
members of the U. S. Senate have too
acted right. There will be no fur the people to decide."
of the District of
think that the
Thtre are many people who have Columbia shouldpeople
much power for mischief and for dether delays and paralyzing uncertainhave a representative
Cholera
It. is high time that the rules used Chamberlain's
Colic,
lay.
ties. The canal commission will re
and has Introduced a bill
Governor Andrew L. Harris of of that body were changed to permit and Diarrhoea Remedy with splendid government
ceive instructions to go ahead and
providiug for the change. The measure
who
who
Ohio,
but
to
do
succeeded
the
are
the
the
business
Gov
which
late
be
unknown
results,
majority
that the present government
dig the moment the canal bill re- ernor Patterson
as chief executive of the Constitution intends it should. cause they have hesitated about giv provides
be abolished within a year and another
ceives the executive's approval.
the Buckeye State, Is seriously ill on These grave and reverend senators ing a testimonial of their experience formed
composed of a mayor, board of
Fortunately the conditions in the
too for publication. These people, howev aldermen and common council. As the
zone along the proposed route are seekers. Patterson was a Democrat are entirely too obstreperous,
too cranky and seem to care er, are none the less friends of this United States owns more than
f
now sufficiently favorable to insure and Harris is a Republican and the cocky,
Republicans demand that the latter but. littie for the interests of the peo- remedy. They have done much toward of the District of Columbia real estate,
and
steady
reasonably rapid progress. make a clean
a
Pestiferous
Pitchfork Tillman, making it
household word by their according to the measure, the taxes are
sweep of all the ap ple.
Organization and sanitation problems
offices filled by his prede from South Carolina, is certainly a personal recommendations to friends placed on a half and half basis.
have been given the attention they pointive
and neighbors. It Is a good medicine
cessor. Harris being over 70 years case in point.
Confnslon of Names.
Shonts as
required, and President
to have in the home and is widely
of age and an Invalid, has broken
In order that a more accurate record
sures the people that everything is
known
for
its
cures
of
diarrhoea
and may be kept of all horses and mules
down
under the strain
President Samuel Gompers of the
opera and his completely
ready for active,
physicians fear that he may American Federation of Labor, has all forms of bowel trouble. For sale belonging to the District government
tions.
The laborers are on the
not recover. Should he die, a Demo- advised the different unions to go Into by all druggists.
the property clerk has suggested to tbe
ground, machinery has been Installed, crat would
commissioners that every animal be
succeed him State Sen politics independently and secure for
and the plans have been digested.
TO CLOUDCROFT.
,
labor all such an organization can.
a number Instead of a name and
ator
tern
Williams,
of
given
pro
president
Let the work be resumed with the
the legislative
house. Two les- This plan, it is understood, will be A Summer Resort In Our Own Terri- shall be known by number while propblessing of the august Senate. There sons should be upper
tory.
learned by voters from followed by most of the labor unions
erty of the District.
is joy over the repentant sinner who,
Commencing June 1st, good for rethe unfortunate state of governmental In the country, no matter to what
Property Clerk Hargroves declares
instead of obstructing. Is nobly put
affairs in Ohio: Not to elect mixed trades they may belong. This will be turn September 29th, 1906, the Santa by this system he will be able to know
ting his shoulder to the wheel.
tickets and not to elect to office old an interesting and new phase In the Fe Central Railway, In connection better how many horses and mules are
and feeble men who in the very na political life of the country and will with the E. P. & S. W. Railway will distributed among the several departTHE PEOPLE WILL NOT BE
ture of things are unable to withstand be watched with Interest and no lit- sell round trip tickets at the low rate ments. He claims that It Is hard to
FOOLED.
the strenuous life demanded of most tle concern by patriotic men. It is of $14.f,5. For advertising matter de- keep track of them by their names.
Here is another statement giving men In
too early to predict results.
scriptive of Cloudcroft, call on or ad- Last year he says there were ten
high public office.
the lie direct to the false charges and
dress S. B. Urimshaw, General Pas- horses named Jim, four named Maud
and two named Kitty.
malicious fabrications by the yellow
The Texico Trumpet is evidently senger Agent.
Commenting upon the standpoint
To Promulgate Tuberculosis Rales.
dog sheets of "New Mexico as to the
in
a
town
and
where
county
published
If you know the value of ChamberThe health officer has recommended
distress prevailing among the busi taken by the New Mexican in the public spirit in tne right direction exfor
Joint statehood ists. Would
lain's Salve you would never wish to that tbe rules prepared by the commitness men, the livestock owners, the present campaign
more
of
this
were
there
for New Mexico and Arizona, the
holders and
in Santa Fe. It would be better ajl be without it. Here are some of the tee on prevention of tuberculosis In
farmers, the property
News, which has been stead- around. The
which It Is especially val- government buildings, appointed by the
people generally in this Territory.
following item from the diseases for
ily advocating Joint statehood, pays
uable: Sore nipples, chapped hands, president, be promulgated by the comis
Says the Colfax County Stockman:
Trumpet
"Conditions in Colfax ' County, in the New Mexican t)he following grace"T. J. Randol, one or our most pros- burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic missioners, with such modifications as
ful compliment:
almost every respect, were never
farmers, came In and renewed sore eyes, Itching piles, tetter, salt may be necessary, for the prevention
perous
"The New Mexican Is the publica- his
rheum and eczema.
Price 25 cents of the spread of tuberculosis In buildbrighter to look upon than they are tion
subscription to several copies of
that has fought joint statehood the
box. For sale by all druggists.
ings under the control of the commisTrumpet this week. , Mr. Randol per
today.
most effectively ,and now sends the
sioners.
Yet, it may be presumed that yel longest and
Trumpet to eastern friends
Tbe health officer has recommended
"AND THE WORLD GOES ON."
low dog- - sheets detractors and libel- - that Colonel Frost sees that there Is that they may know the advantages
further
else
that action be taken looking
is
to
for
above
The
new
the
shows
a
his
nothing
title
us,
song
to
splen
and
become
induced
of
this
ers of the people of New Mexico
country
did judgment by accepting the situa come and settle here."
that Is gaining In population every toward the determination of the numand of Republican officials will keep
The "Bon Ton" Is the title of ber, location and status of employees
day.
on In the rotten tenor of their way. tion as it confronts us, and again
the best lunch counter and hotel in In the service of the District governspeaks for the best Interests of New
Yellow dogs are yellow dogs.
who
Those
predicted that the presment suffering from tuberculosis and
In this connection the Raton Range Mexico and her people by saying let ent session of Congress would adjourn Santa Fe, which Is also gaining in that an
us
When you. eat there once
inspection be made of the
statehood.
popularity.
The
New
joint
comes to the front with the following:
without doing anything, had not reckhave a longing desire to continue buildings under the control of the Dis"The Range this week has publish Mexican will be in the thickest of the oned upon the personal quantity of you
a customer. And the world still goes trict government to determine their
In the campaign and will ac
ed the statements of the three na fight
President Roosevelt in the equation. on. Are
sanitary condition and the best methyou glad?
too,
before
the
complish
something,
tional banks of the city. The reports
As a matter of fact, the 59th Conods of correcting such Insanitary conon the 6th of Novem
closes
campaign
show a very satisfactory condition of
ditions as may be discovered.
gress gbes down in history as the
ber."
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
.
the financial Institutions of the city.
most Important since the Civil war,
CARL SCHOFIELD.
You
can
In
some
the
get
bargains
s
More than
a Congress that has made such radiof a million
now by calling
real estate line
Delegate Andrews has Introduced cal
now on deposit in the city constitutes
departure in legislation as to In- on the reliable right
a
to print 25,000 copies each
The New Mexican Printing Com'
real estate dealers,
a mass of wealth which is encourag- of resolution
era in the life of
a
new
augurate
the Hamilton Joint statehood law
Hughes & Delgado. Office west side pany has on hand a large supply of
this
,
ing to the investor and business man. for distribution In
republic.
of Plaza.
Oklahoma, In New
writing tablets and scratch pads suit(Raton never was in better condition, Mexico and
Arizona. The resolution
able for school children, lawyers, merthe era of prosperity which has 'been will
The towns In the Panama Canal
The New Mexican Printing Company chants and also for home use, which
likely become a law and then the
steadily advancing for the past1 twelve citizens of these Territories will have zone had a municipal election last Is
and satis- will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
prepared to fill
months is more marked today than copies of the law
both
at Panama and Colon, factorily all orders promptly
galore. This will week and
for engraved visit- and cheaper If ordered In larger quan
ever. We are proud of our financial be a good
thing, as it will enable clubs were freely used at the polls. ing cards, marriage announcements, titles. These tablets are made from
institutions, old and new."
those who care and want to know to In the riots that followed, one person Invitations and all wok of that kind. the odds and ends ot the best paper
There Is this interesting testimony post themselves fully in the premises. was killed and nine were seriously Prices as low as
compatible with good obtainable, and you are getting double
for you that the foul charges of the By reading the document carefully, wounded. Next thing, the Panama
work. Call at the New Mexican Office your money's worth when buying.
or
four
three
GIVE US A CALL AND EXAMINE
Albuquerque daily and
they will learn of the many good Canal zone will ask for admission as In the Southwest.
THEM.
weekly yellow dog sheets In New Mex things and benefits which will accrue a state, having demonstrated Its fitico should not be swallowed whole to the State of Arizona, if statehood ness to hold an election In the ChiWe print the latest and best news
except 'by the. people who wish to do Is carried.
cago or New York Style.
The New Mexican.
It la bard to down an upright citizen.
MAX. FROST, Editor.
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MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
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Mutual Insurance Company.
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National Surety Co., of flew York
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rate.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Compan'ea.
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Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

One of the Best Hotels in tne West
Cufatoe and Table Service Unexcelled

Foster-Milbur-

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Traveler,

1

far-of-

LACOMB & GABLE, Proprietors.

com-gre-
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HOTEL
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American and European Flan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

Dan-dridg-

,1
1

I

Coionado Hotel
The Best 50c Booms in the Southwest.
Eestaurant in Connection.
Short Orders Served Night ? no Pay.
Regular Meab, 25c.
Serves Firat Class Spanish Dishes.
Everything in Season.
Sonth Side Plaza.
. 223 San Francisco St.

G. LUPE

HERRERAProprietor.

bANTA FE, NEW. MEXICO.
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Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease.
THE

COTTAGES FOR

TENT

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

Diet and treatment as approved by leading medical authorities. Personal study and attention given each case. Separate hospital for fever
and other patients. For further particulars address,
DR. J. H. SLOAN, Medical Director, SANTA

FE, N.

M.

Fresh Fruits In Season.

Fresh Flowers All the Time.

one-hal-

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden

d

San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations.
Floral Deaigne. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.
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Undertakers atd
Embalmers

ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

DtuJtow'i Office

BflMll.

Day Telepooa 35.
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X.
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THE- -

sup-por-

three-quarter-

ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

AntomobH e
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY
The short line between Santa F.,
Albuquerque and all points ot Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
nd the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and mills at least 24 hours in
time In making these points; also connecting at Torrance with the Rock Island system for all points east and

vest

J. W.

Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mail, but under favorable conditions, the trip is made In
about halt the time. Grips and band
sachela carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present
4 a. m.,

STOCKARD, Manager, Powell, New Mexico
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NEW MEXICAN,
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POLITICAL POINTERS.
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Opinions on Campaign Subjects of
terest to ths Dear People.'
Joint Statehood

In-

or Nothing.

FE, N. M.

PAGE THACg

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS .
There is no
to handle

surer or safer investment than good inside City Propery, but It takes money
propositions like this, and the man with
small capital Is barred. Growing new towns, with conditions favorable to permanency afford an opportunity to the small investor to place his savings
wuers bi money wiu earn a nanasome pront, equal in proportion to that 01 his more rortuna-.orotner wun larger means, ims suause a ujawto at

No use to talk to anyone about sepIn New Mexico.
Established In 1170. 5 arate
statehood. It Is Joint statehood
5 RUFU3 J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
C. or
and the decision must be
nothing
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
V made soon. Roswell
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Dally Record.

5 The oldct banking Institution

Assistant

tw.eot.

Capital

5

Cashier.

Surplus ana Undivided Profits f68,Ms).

Transacts a feneral banking buelneea In all Its branches.
Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and col.
lateral security. Buys and eells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphlo transfere of monsy to all parte of the civilized
world on as liberal terme as srs given by any
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the g
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month'' or year's term. J
Liberal advances made on consignments of llvs stock and products,
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
alma to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as Is con- - 5
slstent with ssfety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Oe 5
for rent. The patronage of the publlo la respectfully so- - f
posit

f

bxt

4

Xcited.

The Optlo Knows What It Is About.
The Las Vegas Optlo gives promise
of being among Joint statehood's most
zealous and strongest
advocates.
Socorro Chieftain.
m

t

They are Sensible For Once.
The Democrats of national prominence have all agreed that the best
that New Mexico and Arizona can
do is to accept Joint statehood, separate admission of these two territories
being impossible. Las Vegas Optic.
.
Too Tough a Proposition.
Since the New Mexican has begun
calling oft its v.th, irs should not be
surprised at any time by it.n becom
ing reconciled to Thomas B. Catron as
mayor of Santa Fe. Roswell Dally
Record.

...

He Should Do the Graceful Thing.

$

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
ttOSWRU.. KRWMKXICO.

THE MILITARY SCHOoj OF NEW MEXICO
Established aul Snpported by the Territory.

EIGHT

MEN IN3TBUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
furnishings and equipments modern and comelectric-lighteall conveniences.
baths,
plete;
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, SS50 per session. Sasslon Is
breo terms of thirteen weel;a eaeh.
Ik a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
ROSW-ELSunshine every
September to June.
REGENTS Nathan faffa, W M Reed, VV. M. Atklnsi.n W A.
Flulsy and E. A. Cahooo
COL. J. W. WILLSOtt,
For particulars address
Supt
New buildings,

Coliegss.

!

steam-heate-

watnr-work-

i

day-fro-

0J0 CALIEJJTE
These Celel'iBteil Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Jliff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fo, an about twelve miles from
Station on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs,
fho temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There la now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids
and tourists.' These waters contain
1,888.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallui, being the richest alkaline Hot
Bprlnss In tfca world. The efficacy of
e

Bar-anc- a

.

I(DT SPKlJVGS.
tLsse waters fcas been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cure attested to
In the following diseases:
Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Feniol Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $1
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This reeort Is attractive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Calient
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m and
reach OJo Caliente at 4 ... m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to OJo Caliente, $7.40. For further
particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo Caliente.

A. P

Proprietor.
N. M.
Taos
County,

Spiegelborg.

mm

fileilGiD

Wares ansi Curios

ktt, flag, Wax, Fsatehr and Line Draw Wert
,
Opals, Turqueleee, Garnets anal Othsr Qems.
MOTTO:
Te Have the Beet ef Iverythbtg la Sw Usw,

lankets.
.

.

UK

H. C. Yontz

MANUFACTURES OF

DEALER IN

JEWELip

and Hani Painted China.

Repair nf Finn Wutchos and Jewelry Wurk a Specialty. Navahn Ruki
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Kotall.
West SIdo Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

and

In-

P. F. HANLEY.
DEALER

IN-F-

INE

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

FRANCISCO

though the Liberal is afraid that there
are many in the Territory who have
so little knowledge of the difference
between a state and territory that
they will be content to live In a territory for the remainder of their natural lives, and so will vote against
From now on it will be
.i(:ithood.
a campaign of education. Lordsburg
Liberal.

ELKS' CONVENTION AT DENVER.
Amusement Program.
July 16th, Wild West Show.
July 17th, Elitch Gardens, Band Concert at City Park, Automobile rides
about the city.
July 18th, Monster Band Parade of
all bands In attendance.
Band contest at Manhattan Beach.
July 19th, Elks parade and Fire
works at City Park.
July 20th, Excursions to all Moun
tain Towns and Resorts.
Electrical display nightly, the finest
ever given In America.
In addition to above, entertainments
of various kinds dally and nightly to
which Invitations will be necessary
Excursion train carrying Santa Fe
Lodge will leave via D. & R. Q. R'y
Sunday, July 15th, at 11 a. m. Fare
for the round trip, $16.90, tickets good
going July 13, 14, 15 and 16. Returning,
any date prior to August 20.
Sleeping car reservations can be secured on application to any D. & R. G.
agent.

We confess to sincere admiration
for Delegate Mark Smith of Arizona
for the fight he made for what he
The Vote Will Be Favorable.
believed to be the best Interests of
The vote will be favorable. It Is
his people. Now it will be a graceful
practically a certainty that New Mexthing for him to advise his people to ico will decide in favor of the propthe
Inevitable. Las Vegas Opaccpet
osition, and as the campaign protic,
gresses and the issues are thoroughlj
That Is a Way The New Mexican Has, understood, that there Is every reason
to believe that Arizona will also acThe Santa Fe New Mexican has
come out strong for Joint statehood quiesce. And if the, two Territories
without even saying "By your leave' are united as one state they will
to Its more or less esteemed content never thereafter seek separation. They
porarles that were recently abusing will so grow Into each other that
It roundly for persistently contending their Interests will become Identified
for single statehood. Socorro Chief- and the people will be proud of the
greatness asd consequent glory of the
tain.
new commonwealth. At the same
And the Pecos Valley Democrats Will time there is much work to be done
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT, GRAND
Do Well.
by the advocates of Jointure and It is
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.
The joint statehood bill was a Re none too early to get the true facts
Minn., Aug, 13 to 18, 1906
Minneapolis,
before
measure
all
the
the way through
people. The campaign for
publican
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
but the Record believes that all statehood must necessarily be one of
will sell tickets to Minneapolis and
Democrats, in the Pecos Valley at education, and when the people un- return
at a rate of $31.30.
least, will vote for the union of Ari- derstand the true importance of the
Dates of sale Aug. 10th and 11th;
zona and New Mexico. Roswell Dally matter the Independent will be greatly
good for rotnrn passage Sept. 30th,
Record.
mistaken if they do not cast an over- IDOfi.
whelming vote in favor of jointure
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Good Advice Thankfully Received.
with Arizona and the admission into
Santa Fe, N. M.
The Record is now informed that the Uulon. Silver City Independent.
the Santa Fe New Mexican has fully
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
lined up for Governor Hagerman. In
Deafness Cannot be Cured
Tho Mexican Central has recently
this the Record congratulates Cololocal applications, as they cannot reach
nel Frost but still for a while would by
the dlaeasxd portion of tlie ear. There la only placed on sale tickets to New York and
advise him to stick to the task of one way to cure denfnesi and that is by return, going via the Mexican Central
'
remedies. Deafness is caused to either Vera
Cruz or Tamplco,
booming the natural resources of constitutional
by an inflamed condition of the mucous linNew Mexico. He is a leader in this ing of the Eustachian Tube. When this 'ube thence via the famous Ward Steamis inflamed you haye a rumbling sound or
Line to New York. The return
line, while politics only makes him imperfect
hearing- and when it Is entirely ship
closed, Deafness is the result, and unless the will be by rail over any line to El
Irritable, cross, fretful and bilious.
ean
inflammation
be
and
this
tube
out
taken
Roswell Daily Record.
restored to Its normal condition, hearing will Paso. The entire trip, covering thoube destroyed forever; nine eases out of ten sands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and its
are
caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
Respectfully Recommended to the
an inflamed coi ditlom. f the muoous surfaces. famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any dozen of the
Critics.
largest cities of the Uniof Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
Members of the grand jury for the oase
oannot be oured by Hall's Catarrh Cure ted States, can be made for $122.50. A
term of district court now in session Send for circulars, free.
more delightful trip can not be
B. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
for Socorro County found, In answer Sold by Druggists,
r
planned, as
7io.
privileges are
to their Inquiries, that there had not Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
allowed and the tickets are good for
been in this the largest county In
one year from tbe date of sale. The
New Mexico, any violations of the Sun- BARGAINS IN ORCH-ARD- S
trip includes the City of Mexico, the
day law worthy of their attention.
"Paris of America." Further Infor
AND RANCHES matlon
This fact Is respectfully commended
can be secured by addressing
of
to the prayerful consideration
A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
some of New Mexico's critics, who Located In the Fruitful and Far Famed Pa30, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, AsEspanola Valley Thirty Miles
might learn many virtues of good citsistant General Passenger Agent, City
North of Santa Fe.
izenship from those whom they are
of Mexico.
The following orchards and farm
ready to criticize so frequetly
Socorro Chieftain.
properties in the famed and fruitful NATIONAL HOLIDAY,
Kspanola Valley In southern Rio ArJULY 4TH, 1906
Delegate Andrews Entitled To Credit. riba County in the Territory of New
Under the amendment of the law Mexico, are for sale ait a bargain.
For the above occasion the Santa
which provides that no more than There are satisfactory reasons for sell- Fe will sell tickets to all
points on
640 acres of New Mexico publlo land ing. The section Is one of the finest their line In New
Mexico, Colorado
New
or
in
not
fruit
and
Individual
one
to
agricultural,
only
may be leased
and Texas, (El Paso line) at one fare
The for the
corporation, there will be no difficulty Mexico, but In the southwest.
round trip. Dates of sale July
In securing the leasing of larger tracts. supply of water for Irrigation purposes 3d and 4th,
good for return passage
The amendment provides that where is ample and staible at all times. The July 6th, 1906.
H. S. LUTZ,
Is
of
climate
the
best.
For
deems
Interior
particulars
the secretary of the
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
C.
R.
estate
real
and
address
Bonney,
it advisable, large tracts may be leas
ed. This means that otibtlemen may, Insurance agent, Espanola, New MexIn deserving cases, obtain large tracts ico. The properties are:
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres in alfalfa,
of land and It means also an IncreasSEASIDE EXCURSIONS
ed revenue for the schools and public one acre bearing orchard; small house,
Institutions. Delegate Andrews is en- well, barn and corral; all fenced and Commencing May 1st and until Sep
tember 30th the Santa Fe will sell ticktitled to great credit for the work he under irrigation; one mile from
two and a half miles to railroad ets on each Tuesday, Thursday and
has done in this respect. Las Vegas
station; price $30 per acre.
Saturday to Los Angeles and San DIOptic.
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,2001 ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90
standard apple trees; six miles from for the round trip. Return limit of
Loyalty and Statehood.
r
That the people of the Territory of Espanola; good house, barn, corral ticket November 30th, 1906.
In California. For particulars
allowed
and
house;
2,900
packing
produced
on
vote
Mexico
will
New
the quesyea
on agents of the Santa Fe.
tion of joint statehood, remlans with- boxes of apples last year; irrigation call
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
out a shadow of a doubt. It Is the from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and marSanta Fe, N. M.
patriotic and proper duty of every
mile to town,
citizen of the Sunshine Terriaory to ket garden tract,
REMEMBER!
support the measure In a loyal and railroad, postofflce, school and church;
earnest manner. While New Mexico good six room house, having tele- That the Bon Ton is the only eating
Is vastly more fitted for separate phone; barn, corral, cellar and pack- house In the city of Santa Fe that
statehood than Nevada, or Montana, ing house; a highly profitable business keeps open at night. The doors are
and her resources are strong enough and a fine home; produces annually never closed and you can get someto support a stable and efficient gov- $700 to $900 in vegetables alone; price thing to eat at any hour of the day or
night.
ernment, union with Arizona means a $2,250.
No. 4. For sale sheep ranch of 520
vast empire of wealth and progress,
acres
with
fences
and improveANNUAL MEETING.
good
and the new state will at once take an
important place in the column of ments, has excellent water, shelter, Benevolent and Protective Order of
western states a position the sepa- hay land and controls several thouElks, Denver, Colorado,
rate state of New Mexico and Arizona sand acres of fine goat grazing land.
July
Raton No better proposition for a paying
could not hope to attain.
For the above occasion, the Santa
in
ranch
New
Mexico.
sheep
Fe will sell tickets to Denver and re-Range.
no. 6. Twenty acres, haying about turn at the rate of one fare $16.90, fo
ten acres of full bearing apples of, the round trip. Dates of sale July
His Excellency Apt at Phrase Making.
standard varieties, peaches and plums, 13th, 14th and 15th, . Good for return
"Every advocate of Joint statehood seven acres of
good alfalfa and three nassage until August 20th. Low rates
In Arizona," said Governor KIbbey, in
acres
land, good five room: from all points on the Santa Fe t
a speech at Bisbee, "represents an ap- adobe garden well
built and finished, Denver.
house,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
pointment or a disappointment." His good
barn; the whole place almost en- excellency Is apt at phrase making,
tlrely surrounded by a hedge of box- - CITY OF MEXICO VIA SANTA FE,
hut that is his entire argument oa elder
trees which serve as a protection
$43.65.
If
the question of Jointure.
from the wind and add to the attrac- - One fare for the round trip, dates
convention
the
either Territory rejects
tlveness of the place; produced last of sale AdHI 25th to May 5th, return
will not assemble. If both accept the
year over $1,200;
one and limit July 31st.- convention will assemble, frame a a fourth miles eastprice $2,250;
of Espanola,
Also on June 25th to July 7th, re- It
If
be
and
by
adopted
constitution,
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one turn limit
f
September 15th. Also
one
will
become
the people, they
mile east of Espanola at $2,250. ' tember 3d to 14th inclusive, return
state. The Influences which have so This
place' is a full bearing apple or-- ; limit October 31st. Liberal stOD overs
bitterly fought statehood have finally chard and market garden tract of sev- allowed.
succeeded In preventing Issues to go en acres; a six room
house; telephone,
just like Santa Fe all the way.
to the people of the two Territories,
Darn, cellar, packing house, corral and
Call on any agent for information.
as would have been the case with a wire fence and house for
chickens. A
H. S. LUTZ,
But the Jointure will beautiful and convenient home
constitution.
and a
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
give them a run for their money yet. place to make good money, besides
Nogales (Ariz.) Oasis.
apples this place has cherries, pears,! SUMMER
EXCURSION RATES,
plums, quinces and large beds of as-By way of the Santa Fe Central, E.
They Will Have a Chance to 8ay So. paragus, spinach and rhubarb. The' p. & s. W. and Rock Island system to
If a majority of the people In either! vegetable products alone of this place
points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan,
Territory vote against Joint statehood bring In annually $750 to $900. The Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
then the whole game is off, and no net receipts last year in vegetables Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin,
fruit were over $500. Terms cash,
convention will be held. This is
omlng and to Memphis, Tennessee.
about as fair a proposition as could
"
j
Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July
If
YOUR
In
PLACE
be expected, and
the peole either
PROPERTY.
1st to 10th, good for return passage
Arizona or New Mexico want to reWhy is It that the Arm of Huehes & until tvioher aist
main a Territory they have got a Delgado are making a success of the
On these excursions, rates to Chi-reestate business? It Is because this cago for round
chance to say so. If they have got
trip will be $48.35. St.
tired of living In a state of vassilage firm is reliable and any property Louis 143.35. Kansas Citv S3B.S5. Mem- they can say so, and come Into the placed in their hands will be looked phis, Tenn., $45.60. For further Infor-sisterhood of states. They are sup- auer in a ousinessiike manner. Office matlon, call on S. B. Grlmshaw, gener
posed to be free moral agents, al- - west oi riazs,
al nasaemeer s.mt
t

SANTA

STREET,

FE

stop-ove-

post-offic-

-

California Mexico
AND THE WEST.
Kansas City, St. Lows, Chicago
AND THE NORTH AND EAST

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
Vestlbuled, Klectrlc Lighted Train
RUNNING THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN
A Wide

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.
Also Another Fast Thro'

Train

Dally.

Polders, rates, schedules and other information regarding an)
trip cheerfully furnished on application to

J.

V. R.

A. HILDEBRANT,

Agent,
Torrance, N.

'
M.

-

STILES,

General Passenger Agent,

El Paso, Tex.

ing room.
The Bon Ton is Just like a
happy home.

great

MEXICAN

SB
No. 721
No. 723....
No. 725

TIME TABLE.
Arrive.
12:01 p. m.

MAX. FROST.
Attorney at law.
Saala Fe
New Mexico.
RICHARD

Phone 66.

Depart.

Sep-hal-

-'

1

Wy-an- d

-

..

H. HANNA.

Attorneys at Law.
Office, Griffin Blk.

a W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counselor at Lsw.
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to case
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
BENJAMIN

M. READ,

Attorney at law.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Ave.
CHAS.

A. LAW,

Attorney-at-Law-

.

U. S. Laud Office Practice, a Specialty.
New Mexico.
Clayton,
N. 8. Rose.
George Spence.
SPENCE A ROSE.
Attorneys.
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
Specialities, Notary In Office.
Estancla.
New Mexico.

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
Lea Cruces, New Mexico.
District Attorney tor Dona Ana,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties, Third Judicial District

6:15p.m.

9:40 p.m.

CARDS
.

ATTORMEY8-AT-LAW-

BARGAINS.

Herewith are some bargains offered
Com'
by tho New Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $S; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $t each; New Mexico Su
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, In
elusive, delivered at publisher's' price
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws
60c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Reporta, full sheep, $3.60 dellvd;
full list school banks.

LOCAL

PROFESSIONAL

big

Yet all these luxuries and privileges
NEW

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR 8ALE.
One of the best fruit ranches in
northern Santa Fe County, about twenty miles from this city, U for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Max. Frost, Box No. C.-Stmta Fe,
New Mexico.

A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at law.
District Attorney, Luna County.

No. 720
9:00 a. m. Demise
New Mexico.
No. 722
4:20 p. m.
No. 724
7:30 p. m. J. H. Bonham,
& Wade.
No. 722 connects wi ,h No. 1 west.
ONHAM & WADE,
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west
Attorneys at Lnv, .
No. 1 stops at all stations.
Practice In the Supreme and DisNo. 7 will atop at all stations, Lamy trict Courts of the

j........

a

Territory, in the
to Albuquerque to discbarge passen- Probate Courts and before the U. 8.
gers from Santa Fe.
Surveyor Generals and U. S. Land
H. S. LUTZ, Agent
Officers.
Las Cruces, N. M.
City Ticket Office, Craton Blk., east
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at law.
RaiTy Practices In the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful atEffective Monday, February 26, 1906. tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
South Bound
North Bound of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Baa
No 1 Ml
Stations.
liltl No 2 Juan. 8nta Fe, New Mexico.

Santa Fe Central

1
1

Lvs. ...Santa Fe..,Arr
..Uouaciana...
.Vega Bianoa..
.. .Kennedy.. ..
Clark
.... Stanley
...Morlarty ...
...Mcintosh...

20
34

2.00
2 H
2 60
3 40

4.10
4

SIS

...Eitanela....

A. OS

6 30

6. MS
7 15

iw; Arr.

8.15

....WUlard....
..Progresso...
.... Bianoa

,..Torran..I,ve

21

7.000
6.660
6,400

p

0i p
p

.;ts
.10

6.0AO
9,1 2D

p

!0 p
p
p
p
p

6.370

6,140

10
36
,10
4

6.12IS

29

6,210
6,286
6,476

r5
80
60

6.Z.10:
6,1751

A. B. RENEHAN,

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts; Mlnnlng and Land Law
a Specialty. Rooxs
Sena Bldg.,
9

Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.

a
a
a
a

CHAS. F. EA8LEY,

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at law.

Stop-ove-

16-2-

EL PASO,

THE KITCHEN.
eat from the Bon Ton
floor.
Hotel kitchen
Cleanliness
counts so much with all of us.
But the Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch
Cteunter management goes much further than cleanliness.
Our aim is to serve our patrons with
the best food possible dainty, yet sub
stantial.
are at your service at minimum rates.
To see that they live and sleep In
cheerful, airy rooms.
To surround them by all that is
pleasant and refined.
And they al30 have for use the hand"
some pariors, library, buffet and smokVou could

-

one-hal- f

Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
OUR SPECIAIvTIES-O- ld
Crow, McBrnyer
Ouckt nheltaer Rye, Taylor and Faxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

SAN

Willard Town and Improvement Company.

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pre
JOHN BECKER, Pr ig, and Qea. Mgr.
.
L0UI8 C. BECKER, Treasurer.
WM. R. BKRQER, Secretary.
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalles, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at WUlard, has charge of the sale of lots in the absence of Mr. Corbett

California.

eiican Filigree

Watches, Clock Jewelrj

THE GATEWAY

Which has all the things necessary for the building of a good, substantial town, including water of good quality, abundant in quantity at a depth of 35
feet below the surface, located In and tributary to the finest section of grazing country in the Southwest with agriculture ir Its Infancy; as fine an all
around climate as there is In the world, with a pushing, energetic class of citizens and two railroads, one the new A., T. & S. F. Short Line to ths
Pacific. Willard has made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance. Better come now. The townslte is owned by

Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad for
all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Washington, and the Great
Northwest,
Connecting at Torrance for all
points east and west with Golden State
Limited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pullman berths reserved by wire.
For rates and information address
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
General Passenger Agent, Santa Fe.
To and From Roswell.
Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roswell daily.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare between Santa Fe and Torrance is $6.66
and between Torrance and Roswell
$10. Reserve seats on automobile by
J. W. STOCKARD,
wire.
Manager Automobile Line.

New Mexico.
Santa Fe
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
EMMETT PATTON,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box 96, Roswell, New Mexico.
Office over Citizen's National Bank.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at law.
District Attorney for Second Judlela'

District
Practices In the District Court an I
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
also before the United States Supreme
Court In Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
O8TE0PATHY.
DR. CHARLE8 A. WHEEION,

Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Ave.

Successfully treats acute and chronlo
diseases without drugs or medicines-Ncharge tor Consultation.
Phone 1E6.
Hours:
m.,
p. m.

o
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CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.

Secretary and Treasurer Nsw Mexico
School of Mines.
New Mexico.
Socorro,
CIVIL

ENG'RS AND iURVEY0R8.

CORBET & SMYTHE.
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic
Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
East side Plaza.., ..Santa Fe, N. M.

where good meals are served.
At Antonito for Durango, Silverton
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
RALPH A. MARBLE,
intermediate
points via the stand
Civil Engineer and Surveyor.
ard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
United States Deputy,
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
iew Mexico.
entire trip in daylight and passing Estancla,
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
also for all points on Creede branch.
S. K. HOOPER.
HIRAM T. BROWN.
G. P. A., Denver, Colo. CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
We print the latest and best news
U. 8. Mineral Surveyor
The New Mexican.
New Mexico,
Fa,

lute

SANTA Jfil
PERSONAL MENTION

LEADERS

HANAN SHOES

We're After You, Sir !

We

Want Your Feet!
We'll put thorn Inside the best
pair of sh' es they ever lived In,
We're after the trade of the

PARTICULAR

MAN

who wants the

BEST
be produced in
Yes, and we're going to
get it, too.

that can

"Shon-dora.-

"

HOW?
our handsome stylus
f
HANAN SHOES In
Calf skin, Patent Ideal Kid and
Vlcl Leather; Lace or Blucher
cuts, In all the latent lasts and
E egant, faultlessly
patterns.
made shoe, that would cost more
money it most stores, por pair:

Why, with
high-grad- e

$6.00 and $7.00.
We also have another line which comes cheaper
Own Make
prices Oxford and High-cu- t,

In

American
Gentleman

Jo

$4.00 and $4.50.

We are sole agents
for the FAY
Stockings.

Nathan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

WINTER GROCERY CO.

I

CANON CITY

Strawberries!
Agents for

!

KNE1PP MALT COFFEE

1

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

I

S. E. Corset Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40

rtr.iiniii

iNcompoaATED

mmmmmm&

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and

Potatoes. Stationery.

Patent Medicine and Groceri' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION

IXNTA

OIVEN

f,

MAIL ORDERS.

k. m.

It will pay you to see us first before
buying any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

Celebrated " Victor' ' Lines of
Athletic Supplies
and the name "Victor" Is a sure

guar

ninmiu.

Bell-vill-

s

Fruit-land- ,
Judge Charles Blanchard, of
San Juan County, in the vicinity
of which town he is engaged in de
In
veloping coal lands, spent the day
the city.
Harvey B. Fergusson,
of Albuquerque, was an arrival from
the Duke City yesterday. He came 10
attend the sessions of the Territorial
Supreme Court.
Sheriff Harry J. Coddlngton, of
County, was In town yester
day and returned home last evening
Ho conveyed a prisoner to the territorial penitentiary.
Miss Eva White, who recently went
to the Estancla Valley for the purpose
of selecting a homsetead tract, passed
through the city today en route to her
home In Meridian, Kansas.
Airs .T. M. Rodriguez and daughters,
who have been In the city for about
n month, the fruests of friends and rei
ntivoa left vpstprdav afternoon for
their home In Flagstaff, Arizona.
Prohate Clerk H. H. Major, of Ot
ero County, arrived in the clyt last
evening from Alamogordo via the Santa Fe Central. Mr. Majors is a com
petent official and stands well In his
home town and county.
Charles P. Downs, the efficient and
painstaking clerk of the sixth judicial
district court, with headquarters In
Alamogordo, has his name on the
Mr. Downs Is here
Claire register.
on official business.
Frank Coles, El Paso business man
who has been in the city, a house
guest at the Catron residence and who
was a member of Mrs. Catron's camp
ing party on the Brazos Riveruhas
returned to his home In the Pass

Here's Just the Right

SeligmanBros. Co.

Bowel Laxative
Gentle,

Pleasant to
and True, Genuine,
Nature's Remedy.

Sure

Take-Trie-

Established

d

If you do not have free, easy and regular
movements ot the bowels you luck the prime and
first essential of good health. There's mors
harm done than mere unoomfortnbleness, slutatshoess and bilious. ness retention of food
wastes In the bowels
pollutes. Irritates and
the circulatory ays"
poisons. You make,
tem the blood a.
scavenger insteadof a fountain of
purest ureanuun- The Ills or containted vitality.
Wftl
w not trifling but
tlpatlon are i
are t ruuiint
nearly always
Binnlncance.
wun vital
relief la
Seek your
I
Accent
the
Nature
I
aid of Lax-et- a
sen tie, natural
- f oroe and
Be sure not to
"
oruans
te
orowd the dell
of
Avoid all the dan- the stomach
and unknown med- er of powerful
and your health art
iclnesl Your safety
The
take Lax-ets- .
always seoured If you
formula Is on every boxV show It to your famare put upln a fiat metal
ily physician. Lax-et- s
ease In handy tablet form one tablet taken before meal9 or on retiring always brings relief.
Pleasing to take the most potent yet gentle ot
all remedies a genuine help of Nature's
bowel laxative which cures constipation. Re
commended

1

A GOOD

f

83

degrees at

61

degrees at

5:30 a. m.

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent. Taste Good.Do Good.
Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 25c, 50c. Never
old In balk. The genuine tablet stunned GOO
Guaranteed to cure or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 598

The mean temperature tor the 24
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
hours was 73 degrees.
Mean relative humidity 31 per cent
Lowest temperature during last night
S6 degrees.
THE PLAZA BARBER SHOP
Temperature at 8:00 a. m. today, 64
degrees.
WILLIAM E PARSC.S, Prop.
Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa e.
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
The new marriage license law re Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three First
Class Barkers.
quires probate clerks to post three
copies of the new law In conspicuous East Side of Plaza. South of Postal
Telegraph Office.
places In each precinct. The New
Mexican has printed the law neatly
on cardboard and Is now ready to fill
BOUGHT to any
orders In English or Spanish at fifty
parts In the Councents for each poster. Probate clerks
try; send ticket
should enter their orders Immediately,
In and get cash for It; tran
as the new law went Into effect on sactions
guaranteed; association office.
April i. 1905.
ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
A fine mess of speckled
beauties
were received at the Bon Ton from an
old time friend who sent them to the
manager that they may be served to
:
the patrons of this nouular Dlace. flail
and get them now while they are
The only first class in city.
rresh. They have a cook that knows
Second to none in Territory.
how to fix them, and If von want a
real treat in the eating line, why Just
Pour first class artists : : ;
give them a call, and you will be
Electrical Baths
twice as glad.
25
Other Baths

We carry the

Why?

We have

Capital

We sell
We

Parlors located West Side Plaza
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered W. H.
KERR,
by the New Mexican Printing Com
Code
of
Civil Procedure ot the
pany:
Territory of New Mexico. 1897. sheen
bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
HENRY KRICK
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Sole Agent For
Pleadings, $6: the two for S10: Adaut,
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Lemp's St. Louis Beer
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
Malls orders promptly attended to.
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
Montezuma Ave, 8anta Fe, N. M.
leather, J3; 1905 English and Spanish
Telephone No. 88
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50;
Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
Pocket
two
or
Docket,
single, $1.25;
!
more books. $1 each: New Mexico Su
preme Court Reports. Nob. 3 to 10. in
elusive, delivered at publisher's price,
Any Flavor You Desire.
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
will
deliver Soda Water In any
We
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Reports, full sheep, $6.50, delivered;
full list school blanks.
Telephone No. 38.

Proprietor.

at lowest prices

maintain the quality

others follow

For Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods House in the City of Santa Fe

P.

O. Box, 219.

Phone,

STo.

STRAWBERRIES

!

J

Will only last five or six days more. Let
us have your order for a crate or more
for canning and preserving. Prices will
be lowest from June 16th to June 20th.

fl. S. HAUjVE

& COMPANY

Leading Grocers.

Phone 26.

phoife 26

CUT PRICES!
CUT PRICES.
We have a quantity

of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out In the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now is
the time to fit up your house when
you can get the best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret.
You
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments. Call In and see
our goods.

D.

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower 8an Francisco St., Santa Fe,
yeas

CARL A. BISHOP COMPANY

General Insurance Agents

Surety Bonds. Burglary Insurance. Investment Business.
GRIFFIN

BLOCK, SANTA FE, N. M.

CHARLES WAGNER

Ftwnitttfe Co.
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.

We are as far in
LEAD

the

as
TEDDY
in
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.

representing the
PEOPLE

Charles Waper, Llcened Embslmer.

T) ATENTS

LIVERY STABLE.

1

36.

Colorado

SODA WATER

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads
!
and tablets suitable for school work,
City.
the desk, and also for lawyers and
ideas perfected, ana
Associate Justice Frank W. Parker merchants; good
anywhere. We will
arrived In the Capital City from Las sell them at five cents In book form,
models made from
Cruces last evening. He came to at- but will give a discount on quantities.
tend the sessions of the Supreme
explanations. Machine, gurt
Court and during his stay in the city
The New Mexican Printing Company and
bicycle repairing. Also
will be a guest at St. Vincent's SanI Is prepared to do the best of brief
tarlum.
work In short order and at very reas new and second hand bicyChief Justice of the Supreme Court onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to cles for sale and
guaranteed.
William J. Mills, arrived In Santa Fe have their briefs printed rapidly and
was
to
to
and
from Las Vegas last evening
the
correctly and
present them
a guest of Dr. J. H. Sloan last night, Supreme Court now In session here
He came to preside over the sessions on time, should call on the New Mex
256 San Francisco Street 256.
of the Supreme Court which met at ican Printing Company and leave their
work there.
the Capitol this morning.
Sheriff H. C. Hernandez, of Rio ArLegal Blanks of every, description
riba County, arrived In this city last
and conforming to the laws of New
evening from his home at TIerra
Mexico are on hand and for sale by
He brought a prisoner to the
Mexican Printing Company,
territorial penitentiary. Sheriff Her- the New
set of mining blanks at reacomplete
nandez was accompanied by Adolfo
Flu Riga, Reliable Horses, Slngl
sonable rates. Call and see them.
Maes as deputy.
lugalss, Surrey, Hack
and
Gregorio Griego, merchant
The New Mexican Printing Company
sheep raiser at Penasco, Taos Coun- is prepared to furnish cards de vlslte Call up 'Phone No.
when In Man
ty, and a well known citizen, has been for ladies or gentlemen on short noof Anythnlg In the Livery Line,
In the city for several days on busitice, In first class style at reasonable
Rsasonahlt
Driven Furnished..
ness. ' Yesterday Mr. Grlego paid his prices, either engraved or printed. Call
Rate.
respects to Governor Hagerman at the on the New Mexican Printing Comexecutive office In the capltol.
pany and leave your oreri.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf- If you do not care to pay for a daily
ford returned Monday from an official
visit to Santa Rosa, Alamogordo and paper, subscribe for the Weekly New
Las Cruces, where he Inspected the Mexican Review and get the cream of
31
financial records of the treasurers and the week's doings. It Is an excellent
collectors of the counties of Guada paper to send to your friends.

the most varied

It will pay you to see our stock of Carpets and Curtains In fact everything
In our line and we earnestly request
you to Shop with us.

Parlors

....

largest stock

assortment
We show the latest styles

KERR'S

chad, ciiccson.

4

Our Goods Have the Call this Summer

We lead,

HEALTHY CHILDREN.
There Is nothing better for weak,
puny children than Dr. Laurltzen's
Health Table Malt.-- It makes them
And being
strong, fat and hearty.
can result
absolutely
only In good for the little ones.
H. S. KAUNE & CO.
Phone 26.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 88.

1903

Wholesale and Retail
Dry Goods.

HE flDACHI

Minimum temperature

Incorporated

and for sale by

SQUARE MEAL.
ilakes a man feel at peace with the
JESSE JAMES.
The W. I. Swain Jesse James show whole world. You can got It at the
that Is to appear Monday, July 2d, Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch Counter.
presenting wild western life In reality comes well recommended by the
press. It Is reported that they are
giving a good show. There will be
In addition to the regular show a
thirty minute free show in "front of
"My father hsd ben sufferer f mm ilckheidacht
the tent from 7 o'clock to 7:30, con- for
the last twenty Ave yeari and never found any
sisting of roping, riding, music by relief until he began taking your Cascareti. Stnci
he
hat
begun taking Caicarets he baa never had
the original cowboy band, etc. The the headache.
They have entirely cured him.
management announces that any wild Caacarett do what you recommend them to do. I
will
the
privilege of using his name."
you
unbroken horse or mule will be rode I.lf . give
Dickson, 1120 Reslner St., W.IndianapolU, lod,
free of charge, so bring your wild
unrldable horses and see the fun.
The 5owels
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU
NOTES.
Forecast for New Mexico.
CANDY CATHARTIC
Partly cloudy tonight and Thursday
Nw
with stationary temperature.
Yesterday the thermometer registered
as follows:
Maximum temperature
4:40 p. m.

1856.

FISCHER DRUG CO.

f

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
Telephone

j

Iness.
HarDeputy United Staites Marshal
ry J. Cooper, of Albuquerque, is registered at the Claire., He Is here on
official business.
Attorney Charles A. Spless, of Las
Vegas, came over from the Meadow
City yesterday to attend the sessions
of the Territorial Supreme Court.
Lee Kelley. agent for the Jesse
James Shows, was In town today mak
ing arrangements for the presentation
of his production here.
a
t NPRhlt. Roswell attorney. Is
registered at the Palace, Mr. Nesbit
is here on legal business before the
Territorial supreme court
John W. D. Veeder, attorney at law.,
at Las Vegas and well known In Santa Fe, is here attending the sessions
of the Territorial supreme court.
out of St.
S. H. Fields, traveling
Joseph, Missouri, for a dry goods
Arm, arrived In the city yesterday
and today called on local merchants.
Mr. and Mrs. h. Andry and child arrived In the city yesterday from
Texas, and have made arrange-mnetto remain here at least a week.
K. M. Kramer, of Rico, Colorado, arrived in the city last night and registered at the Normandle. He came
on business.
Ph. E. Giraldi, representing a cigar
and tobacco firm, arrived in tne city
from Albuquerque yesterday and today called on his trade.
Mr. and Mrs. George De Land, who
have been spending several months
on the coast, passed through the city
today en route to their home in

WUO.

JUNE, 27,

WEDNESDAY,

Ft

antee that the quality is of the very
beat and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry
In stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a complete camping outfit.

228 San Francis jo St.

lupe, Otero and Dona Ana respective'
ly. He left today for northern New
Mexico on similar business. Mr. Saf- ford is a very busy official.
Judge Ira A. Abbott, of the Terri
torial supreme court, arrived in the
city yesterday from Albuquerque to
attend the seslons of the Territorial
supreme court, which commenced this
forenoon and which will be held during the remainder of the week.
Hon, John S. Clark, who served the
people very satisfactorily as president
of the council of the 36th legislative
assembly arrived in the city yesterday
from Las Vegas, and has a room at
the Claire. Mr, Clark Is now the head
of an Important Insurance business In
the Meadow City,
Allen G. Fletcher, son of Mr. and
Mrs. S. O. Fletcher, who graduated
In the law course of the University of
Michigan at Ann Arbor this year, returned home yesterday. Mr. Fletcher
has been offered an excellent position
with a law firm in New York and will
leave shortly for that city.
Will Fox and M. M. Barber, miners
from Graham, coloraao, arrived in the
city Tuesday and registered at the
Normandie. Mr. Barber is president
of the Oro Quay Gold Mining and Reduction Company of Golden. He left
for the property today to make arrangements preparatory to beginning
work In earnest on the mines in a
short time.

today.
Mrs. William Thompson, of Denver,
was viewing places of Interest In Santa Fe today.
C. E. Adamson, of Estancla, one of
the homesteaders In that valley, was
In the city today.
Mr. and Mrs. David Reed, sightseers
from Orchard, Colorado, registered at
the Claire yesterday.
Charles Blanchard, Sr., of Frultland,
registered at the Normandle Tuesday.
He was here on business.
Charles M. Wilson, a commercial
traveli r out of Denver, was calling on
Santa Fe merchants today.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Anderson, tourists from Denver, passed through Santa Fe today en route to the coast.
Ben Strlckfaden, a businessman of
Las Vegas, who Is also a traveling
man, called on the trade here today.
WANTED From 100,000 up to
F. M. Jefferson and L. G. Pollc, touracres of land In a body, prefer
ists from Little Rock, Arkansas, were
tohalf to be level, If possible must be
the
City
about
Capital
sightseeing
cheap. Address all communications
day.
to Walker & Davlsson, Immigration
E. F. Graff, representing a Denver
A. T. S. F. R. R., Hagerman,
hnnk and stationery firm was In the Agents
t...i in.. , In.. nn nninman'Inl VlllH- - New Mexico.

uapuai

A size and
width for
every
man's foot.

I

James Jones, a tourist from Kansas
City, today viewed Santa Fe sights.
Tranqiilllo Romero, of Espanola, a
farmer In that locality, was In Santa
Fe today.
Robert Kelley, a traveling salesman
from Denver, visited local merchants
today.
Walter N. Houser, a businessman of
Walsenburg, Colorado, was In town

8ANTA FE, N. M.

250,-00- 0

For any of these price
we'll give you a full
measure of comfort,
durability and style.

an

EW MEXICAN

Wgjni Bin
AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

Non-Residen-

Attended to.

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice

7-Ro-

om

Hotsse.

Lot. Good Location.
Fftiit Trees.
103 Palace Avenue.

Large
Plenty of
'Phone No. 161.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 27,

SANTA ttJS NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.
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Good

blood, good health; bad
blood, bad health; there you have
it. Why not help nature just a
little and change the bad to the
good? Bad blood to god blood ; poor blood to rich blood Ask your doctor
how this applies to Avers barsaparilla, and how it applies to you I Could
We have no leereti t Wi mihliah
J, 0. Ajn Co,
anything be more fair?
the formulas of all ourmediolnJBl
Lowell, Man

Good Blood
t MINOR

CITY

large amount of business is being
done. The summer months are usually expected to be dull, but appearances are that this summer will be an
exception to the general rule.
Considerable attention is being attracted by a peculiar species of cacs
tus which Is one of the many
kept in the window at the
Claire Hotel. It has several flowers at
the present time, which are perfectly
star shaped and of a peculiar color.
Frank Williams, the Pecos rancher,
who was painfully hurt in a runaway
while driving to Glorleta from his
ranch, had his injuries dressed by Dr.
,T.
It
H. Sloan yesterday afternoon.
was found that instead of being broken, the bone of his upper right arm
was shattered.
yesterday
Harry Sims returned
from a ten day camping trip on the
Pecos. He drove overland, making
the trip from the Valley Ranch to
Santa Fe, a distance of thirty miles,
in four hours. He was accompanied
by rank Williams, the rancher, who
was injured Monday in a runnaway accident.
It is requested by the Women's
Board of Trade that all people hav
ing articles for the rummage table,
which Is to form a part of the Plaza
fete, which they cannot deliver, should
notify Miss Simmons at the public
will be
library and arrangements
made to call for them.
The special convocation of Santa Fe
Chapter No. 1, Royal Arch Masons,
which will be held tomorrow evening
at Masonic Hall, will be called to order promptly at 7 o'clock in the evening in order that the members of the
fraternity may attend the dance to be
given by the Woman's Board of Trade
at the Palace Hotel after adjournment.
William Hart and Mrs. Belle Davis,
of Mcintosh, were married this morning at the Normandie Hotel by Justice of the Peace Jose Maria Garcia.
The couple came overland from
to Santa Fe yesterday afternoon, and will return home tomorrow.
Mr. Hart was formerly in the hotel
business in California.
everything has been
Practically
fete to be
completed for the Pin
given by the Woman's Board of Trade
tomorrow. 'The event promises to be
the most successful ever given. Many

TOPICS)!

The Palace Hotel will blaze with
light,
To welcome the dancers on Thursday
night.
Be sure to come, and bring your wife;
But, if not thus happily blest in life,
Perhaps another man's wife will
any sweet girl that will come with

house-plant-

do,-O-

you.

Don't fail to go to the dance at the
evening.
Palace Hotel Thursday
Help the good work along.
In spite of the fact that the summer
season is now on, businessmen in Santa Fe say they have no reason to complain. ,
The public library will be closed
tomorrow on account of tno Plaza fete
to be given by the Woman's Board of
Trade.
Moses White, a barber from El
Paso, came to Santa Fe yesterday
and has taken a position at the Plaza
barber shop.
S. B. Grlmshaw, general manager
of the Santa Fe Central Railroad, is
confine I to his bed with inflammatory
rheumatism.
One of the most attractive features
of the Plaza fiesta tomorrow evening
will be the dance at the Palace Hotel. Tickets fifty cents.
In his new and attractive advertisement, Nathan Salmon, the wholesale
and retail dry goods merchant, offers
special bargains in Hanan shoes.
The Woman's Board of Trade has
placed several signs about the Plaza
to remind people that they are not
walk on the grass.
epected-tIt Is our policy to invite our patrons
to freely consult wltn any of the officers of the bank regarding their affairsit is mutually helpful. United
States Band and Trust Company.
George Berleth, at the stand in
front of the postofflce, has on hand a
neat lot of Fourth of July novelties,
paper lhats for the girls and other
nice things for the ladies, men and
boys.
The number of traveling men which
arrive daily in the city shows that a
o

SPECIAL
ONE WEEK

Read!

Read!

Men's Lace Weave Balbrig-ga- n
$1.25 Underwear

per suit $1.00.
Men's $2 50 Latest Style Straw Hats for One Week $2 00

Suits to Order That Are
RIGHT- -

Fit Guaranteed

Interesting features have teen arranged, and the day will be concluded with a dance at the Palace
Hotel.
At this time of the year many Sam
ta Fe people are planning their summer vacations. The Pecos seems to
be the most popular resort and already many parties have enjoyed life
on that stream. Many other places,
easily accessible from the city, offer
many attractions to those seeking recreation, so that no difficulty ought to
be experienced by people looking for a
place for their summer's outing.
Rev. J. H. Smith, of Las Vegas, who
has been in the city since Sunday, returned to his home In Las Vegas today. While here Rev. Smith conducted several services at Rice Chapel,
A. M. E. Church, and succeeded In organizing a Sunday school. The following officers were elected: F. B. Chlebs,
superintendent; Miss Alberta Kerr,
secrtary; Miss Marguerite Slaughter,
treasurer. It Is Rev. Smith's intention
to be in Santa Fe to have charge of
the services on the second Sunday in
July.
Partly cloudy tonight and Thursday,
is the
with stationary temperature,
weather forecast as received by the
New Mexican from the local weather
man. The temperature at 6 a. m, today was 64 degrees, and the lowest
point reached during last night was
56 degrees.
The maximum temperature yesterady was 82 degrees at 4:40
p. m., and the minimum of 61 degrees
was registered at 5:30 a. m. There
was a mean temperature for the day
of 72 degrees and a mean relative humidity of 31 per cent.

sheet
Quit Claim Deed,
sheet
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Deed of Trust, full sheet
sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
sheet.
Homestead Application,
sheet
Affidavit
Homestead Proof, full sheet
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
Affidavit Required of Claimant,

Judge John R. McFie has ordered
a special table to be reserved at the
Spanish supper to entertain the Judges
and a few friends. Twelve covers
will be laid and Mrs. Catron will take
special, pains to serve the best cooked Spanish and Mexican dishes for
the delectation of this party. The
dishes will be specially emblematical
and characteristic of Mexican cuisine, as there will be several members
of the party who have never tasted
Mexican cooking. Mrs. Catron will
endeavor to tickle their pallets In
such manner that they will hereafter
eat more of Mexican dishes and that
as often as possible.
The concert which was to have
been given by Mrs. T. B, Catron at
the Catron residence, No. 210 Grant
until
Avenue, has heen postponed
Friday evening. The hour set is 8
o'clock. This concert is a subscription affair and will prove a delightful event as the musical talent which
will appear is of the best In the Territory. The Spanish supper to be
given under the auspices of Mrs. Catron at the former Plaza Restaurant in
the Catron Block, northeast corner of
the Plaza, will be as an enjoyable
affair as has ever taken place in this
city under the direction of Mrs. Catron or for the benefit of the library
fund of the Women's Board of Trade.
Ladles who have kindly volunteered
to aid Mrs. Catron and who will help
with viands and delicacies for those
who will patronize the supper are requested to bring their contributions
to the plaza Restaurant between 2
and 4 o'clock Thursday afternoon.
The supper will commence at 6:30
promptly, therefore It is necessary
that everything In that line should
be on hand early that it may be properly prepared and in shape to serve
$1.00-- ; paper bound, 75c.
to the many guests and lovers of good
Price
Laws 1905, English and Spanish,
Spanish dishes expected to be present.
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50.
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Docket
single, $1.25; two or more books,
$1 each.
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
CONFORMING
TO THE LAWS OF
Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket $2.75
NEW MEXICO.
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
The New Mexican Printing Company
nearest express office.
has the largest facilities and most New Mexico
Supreme Court Reports,
modern machinery for doing all kinds
Nos. l and 2, full leather, $6.60 a
s
of Printing and Binding in
volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, delivered
of Loose-lea- f
style. Manufacturers
at Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c.
a specialty. Best Book Bindery in the
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c.
Southwest.
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
Mining Blanks.
240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket, $2.75.
sheet,
Amended Location Notice,
320 Page J. P. Docket,
Civil,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Criminal, 14.00.
Justice of the Peace Blank.
480 Page
Journal, $5.75.
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
480 Page
Ledger, $6.50.
sheet
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Money's Digest of New Mexico Resheet.
Appearance Bond,
ports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
on
Continuance
Bond,
Appearance
sheet.
Gambling Table,
sheet.
for License,
sheet
Application
Bond for Appearance, District Court,
shet !',
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
School Blanks.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Oath of School Director,
sheet
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Certificate of Apportionment of School
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsheet
Funds,
sheet.
plaint,
District Clerk's Annual Report,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet
shect.
mons,
Enumeration Form,
sheet
sheet.
Replevin Boud,
sheet
Teacher's Certificate,
Execution
Forcible Entry and De- Certificate of
sheet
Appointment,
sheet.
tainer,
sheet
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
sheet.
Replevin Amdavlt,
Contract for Fuel,
sheet
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, 14 sheet Teachers'
sheet.
Monthly Report,
Warrant, shoet,
Prices.
sheet
Commitment,
On
or
$ .05
sheets, each
sheet.
Attachmen t Affidavit,
1
Full sheet, each
Attachment Bond,
sheet,
2
sheets, per dozen
General Blanks.
.35
sheets, per dozen
65
Bond for Deed,
sheet.
Full sheets, per dozen
1.76
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
sheets, per hundred
2.50
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
sheets, per hundred
4.00
Certificate of Marriage, 76c per dozen. Full sheets, per hundred
Official Bond,
100 assorted blanks take the per
sheet
sheet
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
100 price.
On an order of 500 blanks, customer'
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet
business card will be printed under fll
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
ing without extra cost
sheet
Size of Blank.
Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet 7x8 Inches.
sheet
sheet, 8xl4 inches.
sheet
Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet
Declaration In Assumpsit,
Promissory Notes, 25 per pad.
Declaration in Assumpsit on Note,
"Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
each.
sheet
sheet
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
aheet
Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
Assignment of Mortgage,
The two for $10.
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,
sheet
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
aheet.
Lmm, aheet
sheet,
Lata of Personal Property,
Chattel Mortgage,
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
The new marriage license law reWarrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
sheet
Power of Attorney,
quires probate clerks to post three
sheet
Acknowledgment,
copies of the new law In conspicuous
sheet
Mortgage Deed,
places In each precinct The New
Mortgage Deed without Insurance Mexican has printed the law neatly
sheet
on cardboard and is now ready to fill
Clause,
sheet
orders in English or Spanish at fifty
Options,
cents for each poster. Probate clerks
aheet
Notice of Protest
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
should enter their orders Immediately,

$40.00 Suits $35.00

--

Coat and Pants for summer wear
$15.00 to $27.00; all the lateBt patterns, all new, no old styles Expert,
enced Cutter to take measures. Come
and leave your order with us and we'll
do the rest.

SANTA F

hand-mad-

hand-mad-

HABERDASHERY

Edward Ehle, Manager.

GROWS.
you plant the seed. One do-

HOW

First

MONEY

llartena

hundred the more seed
the greater harvest. Then you plant
a new crop every week or every
month, laying aside from your Income a portion for "seed." The great
secret of making money grow is to
keep on planting seed. Tend that
tlie
seed with thrift, keep down
Watch for
weeds of wastefulness.
the robber spendthrift. Arrest the
thief extravagance. They'll ruin your
crop if you give them half a chance.
Savings Department

AW TRUST C0FPAj4Y
UNITED STATES BAJ
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

We Have a Hobby ! It is Stroesse & Bros. Made
Ready to Wear. We are going to ride it just as long as It is
for the Interest of our customers to do so. We have mads some
pretty strong assertlonn In the past regarding the make of fine
clothing. We have said nothing, however, that we cannot back
with facts. Come iu and see what you can get for your $15 to $25.

e

e

--

--

--

eet

--

i

Many

We have been notified by the manufacturers that our wagons would be
forwarded on or about the 15th Inst., and we expect to place them on sale
this present week. If you are In the market for a wagon, buy the be3t
the "Old Hickory" at less price tha n you can buy any other standard
make. Investigate for yourself.

Oar Furniture
Department
To

we have added a fine line of Framed

sheet

Warranty Deed,

--

sheet

Our "Want" Column is popular.

Pictures, consisting of Carbonettefi,
Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
of Ullman & Co., New York. These
goods are attractive and offered at a
low price to Introduce them. It costs
you nothing to look at them and be
your own iudge.

1b

Window Shades and Fixtures
Lawn Furniture
and other new lines. It will pay yo"
to visit this department.

White Mountain
Ice Cream Freezer
ice Cream at home whenever you wi
it. It's nice to serve to your friend; ...
JljnoiiAAn or nthpr qnHat fnnpHnt-m-

Let Us Fit You Out.
with a jointed rod of Japanese or Calcutta Bamboo, plain or cedar Inlaid;
one of the finest Lancewood; one of
highly polished ash or varnished maple
or, still different, a full nlckelled jointed steel rod. These vary In length from
8 to 20 feet.
Reels, lines of every
kind, endless assortment of flies, fish
baskets, minnow palls, seines, nets,
trolling hooks, floats, sinkers and hooks,
of all sizes, tackle boxes and fi.sh
spears. Come In and look us over.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

one-sixt- h

AND h RAM ING
DEVELOPING, PRINT
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp

ART PICTURES
We make a specialty of

Right-of-Way-

LEGAL BLANKS!

FIVES

OUR LEADER

HINTS FOR FARMERS

Grain Crop For Fodder.
farmers find it profitable
where a considerable area is devoted
to grain crops, particularly oats, to
calculate for a portion to be cut at the
proper stage of growth and made Into
hay Instead of leaving to ripen and
thrash for the grain.
This makes an important addition to
sheet
the amount and variety of the fodder
sheet.
Affidavit,
of a good quality and rightly managed
sheet.
Township Plats,
saves the feeding of so much straw
sheet
Contract,
Sheep
where this Is practiced and Is better
sheet
Agreement,
for the land that is seeded to grass.
Retail
for
License,
Liquor Where oats or any other grain Is sown
Application
sheet.
Dealers,
for this purpose more seed should be
Application for License, Games an used In order that the growth may be
sheet.
Butcher's Bond,
thick and the straw finer, which will
Attachment Writ,
sheet
be found better than when coarse and
as
Attachment Summons
Garnishee, large.
sheet
Oat hay makes a good addition to the
sheet.
feed of cows giving milk, and It Is
Execution,
sheet.
found that the young animals like It
Summons,
sheet.
well. This crop can be grown quite
Suhpoe-- a
sheet.
late when necessary. American CultiCapias Complaint,
vator.
sheet
Search Warrant
Stock Blanks.
Improve the Drood Hare.
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
We think the great reason why so
In
Books
Recorded Brand,
sheet;
many ordinary horses are bred on the
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
farms comes from relying wholly upon
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Venthe stallion and paying little attention
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
to the character and breeding of the
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet mares, says the Michigan
Farmer. In
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle horses uniformity is worth money In
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded any market, especially In those of good
sheet.
Brand,
class, whether they are heavy drafts
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle or carriage teams, and you cannot get
ReAnimals not Bearing Owner's
uniformity In the' produce except
sheet.
corded Brand,
You cannot
through kindred blood.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
breed a mare of Percheron and trotting
Special Ruling Work our Specialty. blood and another with coach, ClydesOur Blank Books speak for them dale and trotting Mood to the same
selves.
stallion and get a pair of matched colts.
Nature will not belle herself, and she
Spanish Blanks.
has declared so often and emphaticalAuto de Arresto,
pHego.
ly that "like produces like" and what
Auto de Prison,
pllego.
you sow so shall you reap that It is
Declaracion Jurada,
pllego.
useless to attempt longer to do the ImFlanza Oflclal,
pllego.
possible.
Fianza Oflclal y Juramento
pliego.
Flanza para Guardar la Paz,
pllego.
Millet For SiUfe.
Contrato de Pa tldo,
pllego.
Japanese millet is excellent for siEscrltura de Renuncla,
sheet.
lage, having nearly a solid stem and
Documento Garantizado,
pllego.
thus being better adapted to keeping
Formula de Enumeracion,
pllego.
than many other fodder crops. It will
Contrato Entres los Dtrpctores y
produce twelve tons or more of green
pliegos.
fodder to the acre, says American CulContrato de Combustible,
pliego.
tivator. The advantage over corn is
Notas Obllgaclones, 25c por 50.
that It stands dry weather somewhat
LIbros Certlflcados de Bonos, SI.
better and may be sown later than
Llbros de Reclbos, Supervlsorea de corn. Soy beans have the advantage
Camlnos, :5c.
over either of these crops In containing
pliego. protein and wheu mixed with corn
Hlpoteca de Blenes Muebles,
Documento de Hlpoteca.
pllego.
make a balanced ensilage, thus cutting
Documento Garantizado, extenss for- down the grain bills. But with the
ma entera.
amount of land limited it might be betCertlflcado de Matrimonlo, 10c.
ter to plant all corn and buy the grain,
sheet
since no crop gives so great a bulk of
Proof of Labor,
cattle food for the labor and expense
sheet
Lode Mining Location,
sheet
required as corn.
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
Title Bond to Mining Property,
sheet
Feeding Sow and Pic.
The best feed I have used for the
Title Eond and Lease of Mining Propmother and her pigs Is a mixture of
sheet.
erty,
corn, oats and wheat or speltz, equal
sheet
Mining Deed,
weight of above
sheet.
parts, with
Mining Lease,
mixture ollmeal. Give the pigs all
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
they will eat but do not feed their
Affida- mothers too much. Give plenty of
of Attorney and
skimmed milk, and have good pasture
sheet
vit,
for them and at weaning time add a
,
Notice of
sheet
little more corn. I think three and a
or
Notice
Out
Forfeiture,
Publishing
half months about the right age to
sheet.
wean them. But only take the larger
Miscellaneous.
ones off at first and let the smaller
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and ones run a week or two longer and
the sow's udder will not cake. L. C.
1903; English and Spanish; pamphReese Before Iowa Swine Breeders'
.00.
let, $2.25; full leather,
Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather Association.

first-clas-

$20.00 Suits $18.50; $22.50 Suits $20.50
$26.00 Suits $23.00; $28.00 Suits $25.00
$32.00 Suits $27.00; $35.00 Suits $30,00
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The Dual Pnrpoie Cow.
The dual purpose cow Is rapidly
drifting to the shambles, the natural
place for her at this stage of the proceedings, says L. W. LIghty In NationWHOLESALE
al Stockman. The horseman, the sheepman and the henman may be able to
use the dual purpose. I cannot speak
ind
for them, but I have had so much exRETAIL
perience and have been so entirely dependent on the cow to pay my debts
that I do speak with earnestness and
DEALERS IN
positlveness when we come to that
branch of animal husbandry. The man
who today hires help at market prices
and depends for his Income on Se dairy products uses dairy cows or goes THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
under.

FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIN, POTATOES,

salt and seeds.

Cure For Egr Eatlnat.
Put a dummy egg in each nest

box

and one or two about the run, says F
Kazmeler in American Poultry Jour
nal. The egg eaters very soon give up
trying to break these and all other
eggs in disgust. This plan has the further merit of leaving It unnecessary to
pick out the particular offender, which
Is often very difficult I do not know
who originated the idea, but it certainly ought to be more widely known, as
it will often save considerable trouble
and annoyance.

Temperature! For Cbarnlac.

Of late years low 'temperatures have
been advised for churning. Where conditions are right butter can be churned
at 62 to C3 degrees in summer and 54
degrees in the winter. Cream churned
at a lower temperature produces butter that requires a minimum amount
of washing and one that Is firm and
very desirable. American Agriculturist

fv

ft

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

much the largest asset we have in our business. To have our
customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
for. Keliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

It

is a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

SQ01T"7

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Care of Tonaar Horses.

Young horse stock should not be per-

mitted to remain out of doors nights
until the sun has dried and warmed
the surface of the earth. Many a fatal case of Influenza has resulted from
allowing young horses that were accustomed to warm stables and dry
stalls to lie on the cold, damp ground
In early spring.

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY

Railing Carres,

Is the secret of
calf raising and the first year of a
eairs life is the most Important one.
No farmer can expect to have a good
looking bunch of calves and not half
take care of them.- -J. P. Fletcher In

Papers

Daily

Good management

.

JACOB WELTMER .

.

National Stockman.
The New Mexican Printing Comto fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announcements, invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican 'office and examine samples
and prices.
pany Is prepared

Letter beads, bill beads, note heads,
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold
by the New Mexican Printing Company at low rates and In quantities to
suit Satisfaction guaranteed.

This Week Only,

Special Sale
New Linens, White and Fancy Lawns.
Ladies Misses and Children's Hats.
Parasols, Etc., All Below Cost.

A DO
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H

SELIGM AN.

SANTA Fli NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FK N. M.
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CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
iXX KlflPS OF BCItPIKQ

lUTBBiH,
Cord and Stay Wooi Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stov
CERRILLOS
A 1 Delivered to Any
Cifr-Part of
and HAGAN

JiTl
Wi AJL

p Phone 35 Santa Fe.

Branca

OSsce

s

.! Yaria at Cerrttlt,

M.

M

A M

t

ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Machinery complete, including boll
er and engine for 30 barrel roller Horn
mill. Address, Martin Lohraan, Las
Cruras, New Mexico.
HOUSES

TO RENT.

Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good loca
tions. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes
& Delgado. Office west side of Plaza.
Mamma Didn't Hear Him.

COAL ; WOOD
Eaton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton
$5.fi0
5.00
Eaton- Nut
Grate
Trinidad
Screened Domestic Lump,
Smithing, Kindling,
and Cord Wood. All orders receive prompt and carrful attention.
Good Commercial

CAPITAL OOAL YAHn
OFF! K; Gsrfleld Avo

Near A., T.

IS

PAGE

A

'PhoneNo.

9, F. Depot.

86.

Jewelry Catalog No. 49

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
high quality and comet style will cost you nothing;.
CATALOG IS FREE.

FOURTH

WHITE FOR IT TODAY.

& FE AG

BROCK

Willie Say, pop, s'pose some bandits
caught inn. Would you pay a ransom
to get ber back?
Father After they had her for a
week they would pay me to take ber
back. Washington Post.
Rnlea and Etiquette at Golf

Jewelers

ANS,

CAL.

LOS AXGFLLS,

& BROADWAY

EL PASO ROUTE

g

!

solid Twtibuled train runs through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate pointa. Direct
connections made for all points North, Ehf md Southeast.
This handsome

TAKE
THE.

(are Ber Face.

Mountain Time

6:50 p. id.

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or address,
B. W. CURTIS,
Southwestern Passenger Agmi,
.

,

KX

FASO,

TIT

E. P. Ttra.m,
Gen. Faasenger Agent,
Dallas, Teias."

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Texas.

Lady (to new cook) But, Mary,
what's the matter? What have you got
that veil on for?
Cook Sure, ma'am, I don't want to
have my complexion spoiled while I'm
cooking.
A

Soft Answer.

Out Rates are Low and
Service Is Unsurpassed

f
alPni

Fi m, nil

us
Papa (literary, who has given orders
be Is not to be disturbed) Who Is It?
Little Daughter Scarcely anybody,
dear papa!

Plus $2.00 for
the Round Trip
June 1 and 2,
and 9 to 13,
July 1 to 10.
Return Limit
October 31st,

CHICAGO,
$31.50
ST. LOUIS,
$26.50
KANSAS CITY,
$19.00

;

Stockmen in Pima and Pinal Counties are complaining of the present
dry weather, and in several sections
the stock Is suffering for want of
water.
Four teams of Blsbee youths have
entered the drilling contests to be
pulled off at Douglas on the Fourth of
July and are hard at work under able
tacticians.
At Blsbee, local gambling houses,
in an endeavor to keep from paying
more city license than heretofore, are
throwing out many of the games that
formerly were in their establishments.
The Colorado River is still rising
and great damage Is threatening the
vicinity of Needles. Congress has
been petitioned to appropriate money
to protect the town against the ravages of the turbid stream.
Walter Bowman has accpeted a
proposition for a wrestling match between him and Frank Wright, to take
place at Douglas on the Fourth of
July. A purse of $100 has been hung
up. Of this $75 goes to the winner
and $25 to the loser.
According to present rrospects, the
last of the week will see the new city
hall, the pride of Blsbee, occupied by
the working force of the city executive. This has been given out by Al
dermen Morris and Hughes, who are
members of the building committee,
Mrs. John'Briller, wife of a barber
at Douglas, was seriously Injured at
her home while preparing lunch. She
had lighted a gasoline stove, which
exploded, scattering the burning liquid
over her arms. A passing man enter
ed the house and extinguished the
flames which were burning Mrs. Bril
ler's clothing.
Mrs, Howell, mother of Hon. James
Howell of Tombstone, while en route
from this city to Blsbee Saturday
morning, noticed a silver sugar bowl
in the hands of a Mexican woman passenger on the train. Mrs. Howell ex
amined the bowl and found that it
bore her initials. This, with other
pieces of silverware, was stolen from
her residence six years ago.
The preliminary hearing In the case
of the Territory against Harry El
lenberg, charged with the killing of
Peter Derrendecker, Sr., was begun
Saturday morning before Justice O. T
RIchey at Tucson. The testimony
was much the same as that brought
out at the hearing before the coroner's
jury of nine representative business
men, who held Ellenberg was justified
in the killing.
A case growing out of the "grand
game" of poker was settled Saturday
at Tucson In the district court when
Judge Campbell rendered a decision
in favor of the plaintiff in the suit of
J. A. Legarra against Dr. W. B.
Legarra sued for $370 and se
cured judgment for the whole amount.
The costs amounted to $68 and were
taxed to the defendant. The money
was a loan and does not represent a
losing.
Suffering from the most violent
form of insanity, George Zamberelon,
a well known Greek miner and pros
pector, occupies a cell in the county
jail at Tombstone, awaiting trial, a
complaint of lunacy having been filed
against him by Constable Doyle. The
man is an old timer in Blsbee and
vicinity. He recently returned from
Chlricahuas, where he has been for
some time past with a partner working claims.
There are a number of smallpox
cases among the inhabitants of the
little Mexican settlement near Bakervllle, and the disease is spreading.
The Arizona Journal says Health
Officer Bledsoe has established a rigid
quarantine and taken all possible
steps to prevent the Infection of out
siders.
Contagious diseases reach
their height in the summer and too
much precaution cannot be taken to
provide against them.
Mrs. Stella M. Fitch, of Phoenix,
was very painfully, though not seri
ously burned by an explosion In a gas
stove at her home shortly after six
o'clock Friday night. Mrs. Fitch was
baking bread. The stove was a new
acquisition to the Fitch home and she
had opened her oven door occasionally
to see how the bread was doing,, but
on lowering it the last time, a blind
ing flash was emitted and a report
followed that was heard for two or
three blocks.
Monday two Indian policemen at
tempted to swim a horse belonging
to the Fort Yuma school across the
river, leading him behind a boat.
They started above the ferry cross
ing, but the swift current swept
them down through the bridge Into
the whirlpool below and before they
could extricate themselves and their
charge, the animal was drowned. The
horse was one of a very large pair of
draft animals which cost the government four hundred dollars.
-

.

The Mea.nre of It.

ONE FARE

NEWS NOTES

Pur-cell- .

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at

To

FAST
TRAIN.

I
TRAIN

NEW

"A ball lying in the fork of a tree
must be played or the player shall lose
a stroke."

ARIZONA

roportionately
Low Rates
to Hundreds
6f Other
Eastern Points,

HOTEL

ARRIVALS.
Palace.

A. Abbott, Albuquerque; W. B.
Chllders, Albuquerque; S. H. Fields,
St. Joseph, Missouri; E. F. Graff, Denver; A. J. Nesbet, Roswell; A. Dunn,

Ira

"Ob, yes, Crookit has been In politics
In our town for years, and he's been

Through Sleeping Cars to

Kansas City, Chicago and St. Louis
ELEGANT DINING CARS

wonderfully successful too."
"You don't say? Strange I never
beard of him."
"You would have been more likely to
bear of him If be had been unsuccessful. I refer to his success In keeping
out of Jail." Philadelphia Press
No Use For Them.
Customer (being measured in a fashionable tailor's shop) -- By the way,
what's your price for a suit? Tailor
Sixty dollars, sir. How many pockets
would you like? Customer No pockets
at all. I shan't need any when I've
paid your bill.

Meals a la Carte.

All Cars Equipped With

ELECTRIC LIGHTS AND FANS

Poverty.

For Further Information call
H. B. KOOSER, O. W. F. & P. A.
-

-

.1700.

Poverty is very terrible and sometimes kills the very soul within us, but
It Is the north wind that lashes men
Into vikings; It is the soft, luscious
south wind which lulls them to lotus
dreams. Ouida.

on or a ddress
.

J. H. GINET, Jr., T. P.
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There Is something on earth grander
than arbitrary power. The thunder,
the lightning and the earthquake are
terrific, but tbe Judgment of the people
Is more.Danlel Webster,

Eva White, Meridan; John
Philip E.
Giraldl, Albuquerque; F. W. Ander
son and wife, Denver.
Claire.
Leon L. Godchaux, Deming; Chas.
M. Wilson, Denver; F. M. Jefferson;
Little Rock, Arkansas; L. G. Polk,
Little Rock, Arkansas;
Harry J.
Cooper, Albuquerque; Harry Codding- ton, Gallup; Frank Williams, Valle
N. Houser,
Walter
Ranch, Pecos;
Walsenburg, Colorado; Ben Strlck-fadeLas Vegas; B. C. Hernandez,
Tlerra AmariHa; Adolfo Maes, Tierra
Amarilla; H, H. Majors, Alamogordo;
C. P. Downs, Alamogordo; Robert Kel-leDenver; Mr. and Mrs. David Reed,
Orchard, Colorado; James Jones, Kansas City, Missouri; H. B. Fergusson,
Albuquerque; J. L. Rlhn, Las Vegas;
John S. Clark, Las Vegas; Chas. A.
Spiess, Las Vegas.
Normandle.
Tranqullino Romero, Espanola; K.
,
M. Kramer, Rico, Colorado; Lee
agent Jesse James show; Mrs.
Harry Green, Jerome, Arizona; C .E.
Adamson, Estancia; Will Fox and M.
M. Barber, Graham, Colorado; Martin
Roswell;

W. D. Veeder, Las Vegas;

Kel-ley-
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1SEASES

M.

ACNE,

TETTER,

ECZEMA,

There is nothing more distressing than an itching, burn- DO A D I A C IC
ing skin disease, and upon the return of warm weather those
who are afflicted with skin troubles find the symptoms appear-- C A I T R U F II H
u
s
II
ing and know that they will be tormented through the hot
summer months. The blood is heated with humors and acrid matter, and as they are forced
to the surface the skin seems to be on fire. The treatment of skin diseases with external applications is all wrong, because they do not reach the trouble which is in the blood.
The most such treatment can be expected to do is, allay the itching and burning and cover
up the trouble for awhile, but as soon as it is left off the disease returns.
All food taken into the body contains, in some form, the elements necessary to sustain
me amerem pans, une portion is usea lor
THE ITCHING WAS ALMOST UNBEARABLE.
the making of blood, another for muscle,
Dear
body broke out with a rash or eruption
one for bone, still another for fat, and so on. whloh inSirs My
spite of all efforts to oure oontlnued to get worse.
After these different properties are ex- The itohlng, espeoially at night, was simply terrible; it
almost disappear at times, only to return worn
tracted from the food there still remains a would
than ever. I had tried many highly reoommended prepaportion that is useless, or waste matter, rations without benefit, and hearing of S. S. S. determined
give it a fair trial, and was inexpressibly delighted
which is intended to be disposed of through to
when a few bottles oured me entirely, removing every
the natural channels of bodily waste, the blemish and pimple from my body.
I shall not fail to
S. S. 8. whenever an opportunity ooours to do so.
Liver, Kidneys and Bowels. At this season
Cal.
L. MARNO,
Esoondldo,
of the year, however, these organs become
torpid, dull and sluggish, and fail to perform this duty, and these accumulations remain in
the system and are absorbed by the blood to ferment and sour, producing burning acids and
acrid humors. The blood cannot properly nourish the system while in this impure condition,
and begins to throw off these acids through the pores and glands of the skin, producing Acne,
Eczema, Tetter, Psoriasis, Salt Rheum and skin diseases of every description.
ECZEMA appears usually with a slight redness of the skin, followed by pustules from
which there flows a sticky fluid that dries and forms a crust, and the itching is intense. It
is generally on the back, breast, arms, legs and face, though other parts of the body may be
afflicted. In TETTER the skin dries, cracks and bleeds, and is often very painful. The acid
in the blood dries up the natural oils of the skin, causing a dry, feverish, hardened condition
and giving it a leathery appearance. AONE makes its appearance on the face in the form of
and is particularly disagreeable because of its unsightly appearpimples and black-headance, while PSORIASIS, a scaly disease, comes in patches on different parts of the body.
One of the worst forms of skin disease is SALT RHEUM It discharges a watery fluid, forming sores and producing intense itching. The head and face are the parts usually affected,
and sometimes the hair falls out and a mass of sores forms on the scalp.
These and all skin diseases are due to the same cause burning acids and humors in
the blood, and until this vital fluid is cleansed and made pure they will continue. The best
treatment for all skin diseases is S. S. S., a remedy that is purely vegetable, being made entirely from roots, herbs and barks, and acts directly on the blood with a cleansing, healing
effect. It neutralizes the acids and purifies the blood so that the skin, instead of being
blistered and burned by the fiery fluids, is nourished by a supply of cooling, healthy blood.
It goes down into the circulation and forces out every particle of waste or foreign matter,
builds up the blood and cures all skin diseases promptly
and permanently. S. S. S. does not leave the least particle of the poison for future outbreaks, but entirely rids
the blood of the cause for all skin diseases.
S. S. S. tones up the system and regulates the
Kidneys and Bowels so that they will carry off
the natural waste and refuse matter through the proper
channels, instead of leaving; it to be absorbed by the
blood. Nothing equals S.' S. S. in the treatment of these troubles and for building up the
general health. Write for our treatise on skin diseases and any medical advice you wish,
"fp maVe no charre for cither
TIW KWIFT XPFtHFIt! COMPANY, ATLANTA? GA.
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Will cure anv case of Kidnev or Bladder Disease not
beyond the reach of medicine. No medicine can do more.

Cures Backache
Corrects

Irregularities
Do not risk having

Bright's Disease
or Diabetes

IRELAND'S PHARMACY.
Lujan, Llano; William Hart, William
Owens and Mrs. Belle Davis, Estancia; Chas. Blanchard, Sr., Fruitland;
'Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
Mr. and Mrs. George Leland, Durango,
L.
wife
and
Colorado;
Andry,
baby. GENUINE INDIAN GOODS
& CURIOSITIES
Bellville, Texas.
Coronado.
W. N. Brldgeford, Estancia; M. M.
Stewart, Salida; Aniceto Buslamente.
NEW GOODS !
NEW GOODS !
Pecos.

THE OLD CURIO STORE

.

S.OANDELABIO
FrauoiaoQ St

S Sad
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FE EXCURSION
RATES EAST
Summer rates have been made by
the Santa Fe to points in the states of
Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
North Dakota,
Missouri, Nebraska,
South Dakota, Memphis, Tenn., Wisconsin and Wyoming.
These rates ae a little more than
one fare for the round trip. The
round trip rate to Chicago be,ng $48.35,
Kansas City $35.85, St. Louis $43.35,
Memphis $45.50. Dates of sale. June
1st and 2d, June 9th to 16th, July 1st
to 10, good for return passage until
October 31st, for particulars call on
agents of the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
SANTA

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS,
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dockets especially for the use of Justices
of the peace. They are especially
ruled, with printed headings, in eithe
Spanish or English, made of good record paper, strongly and durably bound
with leather back and covers and canvas, sides, have full index In front and
the fees of Justices of the peace and
constables printed in full on the first
page. The pages are 10x6 Inches.
These books are made up In civil and
criminal dockets, separate of 320
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
civil and 320 pages criminal. To In
troduce them they are offered at the
following low prices;
Civil or criminal
$4.00
Combined civil and crimlnnal. ...$5.00
For 45 :ents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted. Address
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
WHAT WE WILL DO.
Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave,
Just call on us at our salon
At morn or eve or busy noon.
We'll curl and dress the hair with
grace,
We'll suit the contour of your face.
Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
Our shop is neat and towels are clean,
And everything we think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.
First class bath room, T. W. Robert's
O. K. Barber Shop, 247 Salmon Block,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

We print all the latest
news The New Mexican.

and best

INDIAN
BLANKETS,

MEXICAN
DRAWN WORK,

JUST RECEIVED !
CALL and SEE.
MEXICAN
BASKETWARU,

INDIAN
POTTERY.

NEW GOODS!

NEW GOODS!

The
New Mexican

Printing
Company
MACS

ercaritil
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BEDS OF THE OCEANS
FORMED NOT OF SAND, BUT OF OOZE
OF VARIOUS COLORS

ME T

I

(
There Are Verr Many Feature
Resemblance Between the Earth
;
Above and That Below the Surg-lnaBoiom of the Vaatr Deep.
The. superficial area of the sea Is two

and a balf times larger than that of the

-

earth, while Its mass, or volume Is
enormous. Supposing that the basin
holding the seas had been emptied
when the Christian era began and assuming that some enormous river had
been allowed to run Into It at the rate
of 1,093 cubic yards per minute, the
basin would still be empty, as It would
require a total period of 600 years more
' before the seas would attain their present level. As may well be conceived,
such a body of water must conceal
many extraordinary things, but this la
a possibility which has attracted attention only within comparatively recent times. The study of the earth Itself has been attended with lesser difficulties, but we are now so familiar
with our globe that Its continents and
Islands are beginning to pall upon the
curious mind, so that more attention Is
being given gradually to the ocean.
There are very many features of re-- ,
semblance between the earth above
and that below the bosom of the vasty
deep. In fact, one Is practically a replica of the other, both possessing hills,
plains, mountain peaks, valleys, ravines, etc. The Atlantic ocean, for Instance, covers two vast valleys. One
of these passes between the Cape Verde
Islands and the Azores and Is of great
depth. It runs close up to Europe and
comes to an end close to the British
isles, where a ridge or crest of land
separates It l'roin the basin of the
North sea. The other valley runs in
the main parallel to the first, from
which It la separated by an elongated
strip of land of which the Azores form
a supermniine continuation. This strip
does not exceed a depth of 0,850 feet,
while Its heiplit amounts to C5GO feet.
The first valley, like Its confrere, Is
also very deep, Its bottom being situated at a depth of nearly four miles below the surface. Passing along South
America and leaving the Bermudas to
the left, It passes along Newfoundland
and Labrador, finally ending Just south
landof Greenland. The
scape thus consists of two vast parallel
valleys, separated from each other by
a range of mountains. Farther north
the land lies higher, and the sea is, relBetween
atively speaking, shallow.
Greenland and the continent, close to
Iceland and the Channel Islands, there
Is a huge plain free from any depressions worthy of mention. It Is quite
clear that at One time England was
connected to the continent.
The greatest ocean depths, however,
are not found In the Atlantic, as there
are veritable abysses to be met with
on the other side of the globe. Close to
New Zealand the water attains a depth
of five and a half miles in the Kerma-deand Tonga ravines, which In themselves attain 'a height of 29,530 feet,
while they are separated from each
other by a chain of mountains 9,850
feet high. There Is also the Aleutian
ravine, which reaches a depth of 23,000
feet. Mostly subaqueous scenery Is
monotonous. There are no abrupt deH
cllvities or precipices excepting In the
vicinity of the coasts or near Islands
of volcanic formation, everything being rounded off and smoothed down by
the action of the water. Close to the
land there Is somewhat more variety.
The European plateau, for Instance,
slopes gradually away down into the
depths and a fair view can be obtained there, provided a maximum depth
of 1,300 feet be not exceeded. At first
abundant vegetation and animal life
were met with, but below the depth
mentioned the scene changes. First,
the light grows dimmer and dimmer,
and the deeper we descend the lower
does the thermometer fall, except in
the case of the Mediterranean, where
the temperature is, relatively speaking,
high, as this sea Is contained in what
Is practically, a closed basin. In the
Atlantic, by means of special bottles
Invented by Dr. Richard, one of the
Prince of Monaco's collaborators, the
temperature of the water was taken
for a depth of 19,080 feet. The surface temperature of 68 degrees fell to
38 degrees at a depth of 0,562 feet.
"After 2,000 meters" (6,502 feet), says
C. Sauerweln, another of the prince's
collaborators, "the temperature falls
but slowly as greater depths are attained, the cold being practically uniform and not subject to any changes
of season."
Cold, darkness and monotony, such
are the characteristic features of the
ocean bed. The composition of the
floor Itself Is the only thing that
changes, though this Is only the case
close to the coast, as no alteration (or
very little) seems to occur at great
Investigations made with
depths.
drags, dredgers, sounding apparatus
and thg like have shown that it Is an
error ts assume that the bed of the
ocean Is covered with sand, as this latter Is essentially a coast formation
only found In comparatively shallow
water close to the shore. Mud begins
to take Its place the farther we go
afield mod, or, rather, ooze. Its origin
varies considerably. A part consists of
the alluvial deposits brought down by
rivers. The ooze is fit various kinds.
Blue ooze Is found close to schistous
coasts, and Its hue is Imparted to It by
organic substances and Iron pyrites.
It covers the floor of the Mediterranean and of the Arctic ocean. Red
ooze Is merely the blue variety changed In color by the peroxidation of the
Iron. It Is also formed of the alluvial
deposits brought down by rivers flowing through land rich In Iron such, for
Instance, as the Kongo and some rivers In Brazil. Green ooze finally owes
its color to glauconlte. It Is found
along rocky Coasts where there are no
riven. In many places the sand or
ooze Is mixed with volcanic elements
originating from terrestrial and submarine explosions.
The Inorganic world, however, Is not
the only source from which the ocean
bed receives Its supplies of material,
The remains of organic creatures also
contribute no mean share. The upper
strata of the sea swarm w(th teeming
animal life algae, Crustacea, eggB, lar
vae, etc. of all kinds, which die daily
in thousands and slowly sink down'
,
ward to the lowest depths of the sea,
'
thus forming a continual rain of
corpses,,, of nlgne, dlntoms et hoc genus
c
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Bclen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junc-

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Fe Systemleading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
El Paso and
points Easf to San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, size 25x140 feet, laid
streets, with alleys 20 feet
out with broad 80 and
70-fo- ot

old
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand
school house, costing $16,000; churchshade

trees; public

-.
Club; a population of 1,500 people; oeveral large mercantile establishments ; the Uclon Paten4 "Roll

es; Commercial

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central N.
Its importance as a great commercial
bo estimated.
city in the near future cannot
Mexico.

railroad

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y
Located on Belen Cut-of- f
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ALL

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

FAST

FREIGHT

MAIL AND

TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

OVER

TO

BELEN,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the city,, well

J

grad-

ed (many of tbem improved by cultivation) ; no sand or
We need a first class bakery, tailor shop, shoe
gravel.
house, jeweler, plumbing shoj., planing mill, coal and wood
yard, drug store, harness shop, etc., etc., also a frst class,
modern hotel.
Our prices of lota are low and terms on easy payments;
d
title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
with
on
remain
cash. Two-thirnote,
mortgage semay
One-thir-

BELEN T0WNSITE

curity, for one year, with

at

Apply

JOHN BECKER. President
Wis?. M.

LIMITED EXPRESS,

8 per cent,

once for map and prices,

interest thereon.

if

you wish to aeenre

the choicest lota, to

SERGES, Secretary.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
were talking about him. It happened
that he had once made a visit to Cour-lanone of the Baltic provinces, and
had picked up a few Lettish phrases.
When the ladles had talked and laughed for some time he whispered to his
companion:
"The moment I say something to you
In an unintelligible tongue take a key
from your pocket and hand it to me."
The young ladies kept on, and suddenly Bismarck said In an unconcerned tone to his friend:
"Dobd man to azlek."
The second man at once produced a
key. The young ladles from Courland
looked at their opposite neighbors, then
at eah other and, blushing violently,
rose and left the room.

omne, which descend from neignts rar
6
exceeding those of Mount Everest
feel) and other lofty terrestrial
peaks. Protozoldal forms, fornnilul-fernand radlolarlae (over a million of
which would not weigh an ounce, but
which are to fertile that one specimen
can produce 70,000,000 direct and Indi
rect descendants In four days) also play
a highly important part in this work.
Due to their shells, the fornmlnlferae
form large quantities of calcareous deposits. The globlgerlnae and orbullnae
(member of this family) form a special ooze which Is found In the bed of
the Atlantic, while the radlolarlae form
siliceous deposits, which abound in the
Pacific and Indian oceans, where a spe
cial kind of ooze Is also found viz, the
pteropod ooze composed of the shells
of pteropod mollusks, which Is found
at the bottom of the Atlantic between
Africa and America and near the
Azores. These oozes, however, are not
permaneut, but merely represent a
phase or stage. Red, blue and brown
clay is the only permanent compound.
It Is soft, greasy to the touch and contains from 1 to 20 per cent of lime, a
little verifiable earth and organic remains. The oozes referred to above
gradually turn Into red clay, which
thus becomes the final tomb of all that
lias lived, moved and had its (being In
the sea. Scientific American.
(33,-70-
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A REAL

VOODOO

INSECT ENGINEERING
FEATS OF THE CARPENTER BEE AND
THE TUMBLEBlld.

DANCE.

Weird Kite That Attract Segrof of
Florida and Georgia.
In certain parts of the south voodoo
superstitious still exist and lead, espe
cially at Christmas, to quaint rites that
have a marked suggestion of savagery,
says the Nashville American.
One of these ceremonials may be wit
nessed in the swamp and forest lands
of Florida and Georgia. It Is apparent
ly a pantomimic representation of human resistance to death or of death's
attack upon a community. It takes
place In the cabin that contains the
largest room, as all the negroes In the
community are generally on hand as
witnesses.
The spectators seat themselves around
the side walls, leaving an open space
for the performers In the center of the
room.
,
All but one of the performers remain
In the kitchen until ready for their entrance. At the wall opposite the kitch
en door a small table is placed, and

there an elderly negress, the mistress
of ceremonies, seats herself.
Solemnly she begins beating time on
the tnble with her small sticks, while
the other negroes in the room sing doleful hymns. In the midst of this three
loud raps sound on the kitchen door.
The singing abruptly ceases, and the
audience manifests signs of terror.
The raps sound again, followed by
of a scuffle.
Then the presiding negress arises,
takes a lighted pine knot from the Are
and starts a slow, whirling dance,
chanting some weird Incantation.
The kitchen door is burst open, and
three men with blankets around their
shoulders enter. As the dancing negress moves toward them, waving her
torch and chanting her prayer or hymn,
they sink before her on the floor.
The melancholy droning and the
dance go on, hut are again Interrupted
enby raps. This time a single man
ters, having a black sack over his
head and carrying a long bone In his
hand.
This entrance causes genuine consternation. All the negroes in the room
seem frenzied with fear and huddle together along the walls. This Is Death
himself, and should he touch any of
those present with the bone that unfortunate person would die before the
nest Christmas.
As a general thing, however, the
man impersonating death is kind
beartod and manages to trip and fall
before he reaches any of the spectators. Instantly the presiding genius
springs to her table, begins a vigorous
tattoo of triumph, and the entire
breaks Into a wild halleluiah chorus.
Th'j power of death thus broken, the
Impersonator removes the black sack
from his head and the assemblage
plunpes into a kind of prayer and experience meeting, In which chants and
voodoo "dances have their place.
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BUraarek'i Stratagem.
While Bismarck was living at Frankfort, early lu his career, he was one
day at a public table with a friend,
when two young ladles who sat opposite began talking to each other in the
Lettish language. From their manner
It wa evident' to Bismarck that they

pieces of six pounds each, and, at the
rate of a little less than one every

three seconds, he lifts all these separate pieces one foot, so that the child
easily lifts this enormous weight.
Each spider's thread acts like one of
the elastic rubber bands. Let us suppose that the mouse or sunke weighed
half an ounce and that each thread is
capable of supporting a grain and a
half. The spider would have to connect
the mouse with the point from which
It wis to be suspended with 150
threads, and if the little quadruped
was once swung off his feet he would
be powerless. By pulling successively
on each thread, and shortening It a little, the mouse or snake might be raised
to any height within the capacity of
the building or structure in which the
work was done. So that to those who
have ridiculed the story we may justly
say, "There are more things In heaven
and earth than are dreamed of in your
philosophy."

What object the spider could have
had In his work I am unable to see. It
The Sexton Beetle la an Expert may have been a dread of the harm
which the mouse or snake might work
Gravedisger Wonderful Skill of or
it may have been the hope that the
the Spider and the Great Strain
decaying carcass would attract flies,
That Hla Elastic Web Will Bear.
which would furnish food for the engiLong before man bad thought of the neer. 1 can vouch for the truth of the
saw the saw fly bad used the same snake story, however, and the object
tool, made after the same fashion and of this article Is to explain and render
used in the same way, for the purpose credible a very extraordinary feat of
of making slits in the branches of trees Insect engineering. Follies of Science.
so that she might have a secure place
to deposit her eggs. The carpenter bee,
Era of Aetlnm.
with only the tools which nature has
The "era of Actlum," adopted during
given her, cuts a round hole, the full the early days of the Roman empire,
diameter of her body, through thick commemorates the great victory gained
boards and so makes a tunnel by which by Octavius over the troops of Antony
she can have a safe retreat In which to and Cleopatra, Jan. 1, B. C. 30. It was
rear her young. The tumblcbug, with- often used among the ltomans both In
out derrick or machinery, rolls over writing and colloquially, just as In
large masses of dirt many times her England people speak of events as
own weight, and the sexton beetle will
before or after the conquest,
In a few hours bury beneath the ground, or as persons In this country frequently
the carcass of a comparatively large refer to events as having happened beanimal, - All these feats require a de- fore or after the war.
gree of Instinct which In a reasoning
creature would be called engineering
A straight life Is the shortest distance between honesty and honor.
skill, but none of tbem Is as wonderful as the feats performed by the spi- Saturday Evening Tost.
der. This extraordinary little animal
has the faculty of propelling her
Presence of Mind.
threads directly against the wind, and
Mme. Rachel, the great actress, was
by means of her slender cords she can resting alone In her dressing room one
haul up and suspend bodies which are night preparatory to going on the stage
many times her own weight.
when a man suddenly entered and,
Some years ago a paragraph went the drawing a dagger, said he was going
rounds of the papers in which it was to kill her If she did not at once consaid that a spider bad suspended an sent to marry him. The actress saw at
unfortunate mouse, raising it from the a glance that the man was mad and
ground and leaving It to perish misera- meant what he said. So with the utbly between heaven and earth. Would most coolness she replied: "Certainly I
be philosophers made great fun of the will marry you. I wish nothing better.
statement and ridiculed It unmercifulCome with me to the priest at once. I
ly. I know not how true It was, but I have had him come here for the purknow that it might have been true.
She took his arm, and they
pose."
Some years ago In the village of Hawent out togetlier-- to where there was
vana In the state of New York a spider assistance, of course, and (lie man Was
entangled a milk snake In her threads Immediately put under arrest. Philaand actually raised It some distance delphia Record.
from the ground, and this, too, In spite
of the struggles of the reptile, which
Deduction by Analogy. .
was alive.
"Mamma, I's got a stomach ache,"
By what process of engineering did said Nellie Bly, sjx years old.
this comparatively small and feeble In"That's because you've been without
sect succeed In overcoming and lifting lunch. It's because your stomach is
You would feel better If you
up by mechanical means the mouse or empty.
the snake?
The solutioa is easy bad something In It."
That afternoon the pastor called and
enaugh If we only give the question a
little thought.
In the course of conversation remarked
The spider is furnished with one of that he had been suffering all day with
the most eiiicieut mechanical imple- a very severe headache.
ments known to engineers viz, a
"That's because It is empty," said
strong elastic thread. That the thread Nellie. "You'd feel much better If you
is strong Is well known. Indeed, there had something In
Specare few substances that will support a tator.
greater strain than the silk of the silkTime For Weaning.
worm or the spider, careful experi"I trust your honor will excuse me
ment having shown that for equal sizes
the strength of these fibers exceeds that this time," said a habitual drunkard
at the police court. "It is my misforof common iron. But notwithstanding
Its strength the spider's thread would tune I am a child of genius."
"And what Is your age?" questioned
be useless as a mechanical power if it
were not for its elasticity. The spider the magistrate.
has no blocks or pulleys, and therefore
"Forty-twyears."
It .cannot cause the thread to divide up
"Then It is time you were weaned.
and run In different directions, but the Y ou'll have to do ten days away from
elasticity of the thread more, than the bottle."
makes up for this and renders possible
Sach a Temper.
the lifting of an animal much heavier
His Wife But t don't think, George,
than a mouse or a snake. This may
that you ought to object to mamma.
require a little explanation.
Let us suppose that a child can lift Why, just think, If it hadn't been for
a six pound weight one foot high and her you wpuld never have had me! Her
do this twenty times a minute. Fur- Husband Huh! Don't try to excuse
nish him with 350 rubber bands, each her by saying that. You make me hate
capable of pulling six pounds through her worse than ever. Modern Society.
one foot when stretched. Let these
Doing Their Beit.
bands be attached to a wooden plat"Didn't I understand you to say they
form on which stands a pair of horses
weighing 2,100 pounds, or rather more keep a servant girl?"
than a ton. If now the child will go to
"Certainly not. I said they try to.
work and stretch these rubber bands As Men as one goes they get another."
Philadelphia Press.
singly, booking each one up as It Is
stretched, in less than twenty minutes
he will have raised the pair of horses
Speech Is too often not, as the
Frenchman defined It, the art of conone foot.
We thus see that the elasticity of the cealing thought, but of quite stifling
rubber bands enables the child to di- and suspending thought, so that there
vide the weight of horses Into 850 It none to conceal.-Carl- yls.
o
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H. E. No. 8255.

Santa Fe Central Railway System.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
Land OfP.ce at Santa Fe, N, M

SUNSHINE ROUTE,

June 6, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on July 12, 1906, viz. George A. Rig
don, for the N 2 SW 4, Sec. 13; N 2
SE 4, Sec. 14, T 10 N, R. 13 E. He

names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Juan Ortiz, of GaUsteo, N. M.
Pedro Lopez, of GaUsteo, N. M.
Teodoro Vlanneba, GaUsteo, N. M.
Eroiterlo Chavez, Palma, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

vl

TORRANCE

SERVICE.

A8T PASSENGER AND FREIGHT
TO ALU PARTS OF THE WORLX

0ATEWAY.

STEAMSHIP

TICtTS
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Special summer rates to Los Ange
les, San Francisco, and Pacific Coast
points by way of the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railway, E. P. & 3. W. Railway,
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway.
For Information call on or address S.
B. Grimshaw, general passenger agent.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican "ad."

try

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Regu
lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
P. m.

H. F. STEPHENS, W.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

M.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
R. A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
1,

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
'
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst Sec'y and Treas.

p. m.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secy.

Santa Fe Commandery No
T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
1
month at Masonic Hall ai
: 30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, E. C.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.

r

V

t

S. B. QRIMSHAW,

W. H. ANDREWS,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

A. U. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt.
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

1, K.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Masonic Hall, south aide of Plaza
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLEY, 32.
Venerable Master
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. O.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights o.'
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily wttb
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER. C. O.
S.
J. 8. CANDELARIO, K.
R. H. BOWLER. Master f Finance.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. B
holds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
NORMAN L. KING, B. R.
come.
f
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
FRATERNAL UNION.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m,, Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco street Visiting Frat
ers welcome. ....
R, L. BACa, fraternal Master.
DAVID GONZALKS, Secy.
MAGGIB O. MONTOTA, Treat

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND Y0UESELP WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
PRICE-LIS-

T

15c.
inches long
Stamp, not oyer
Each additional line on same stamp, 10a
One-lin- e
Stamp, over SJ and not over 3$ inches long. .20o
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 J and not over 5 inches long. . . .25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
5c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hainch in size, we charge
for one line for each one-hainch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
50c
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
35c
line
Dater
Regular
Defiance or Model Band Dater
.$1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
Hx2f, 10c; 2x3i, 15cf2ix3$, 25c; 2x4i, 35c; 3x6, 0c;
4Jx7J, 75c.
One-lin- e

lf

lf
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TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

PEXICAt PR1JJTIJJG
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

CO.

:

SANTA

PAGE EIGHT.

BUTCHER!

BAriES,

GIDCCS,

OVERNOHS

JBfi

HOI

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.M.
the Louisiana Purchase
appropriation, $1,214.10.

Exposition

SUPREME .COURT NEWS

10

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
250 San Francisco Street,
No. 40.
ttrocerv Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone
No.

DRINKS.

SUMMER

Weather Is now warmer. Time to think of cooling drinks.
60c. Unfermented Wines, quarts 30c.
Grape Juice, bottle 25c, 30c, 35c and
Soda Water, etc., Quarts, each
Grape Fruit, Champagne, Ginger Ale,
$1.65
15c, dozen
Pints, each 10c, dozen
25
Hire's Root Beer, each
10c and 25c
Cherry Phosphate
LUNCH MEATS.
20c
Mackerel in Tomato or Mayonnaise .Dressing per can

"'i

imported sarumea,
Shrimp and Lobster
Deviled Ham, Tongue, Etc

-j-

40C

25c-

-

30c- - ftnd 35?
,05

rarrv an excellent line of Mushrooms:

15c and 25c per can
30c

Pieces and stems
Buttons, First Choice, lib. tins
35c
Buttons, Miniatures, lib tins, each
15c
tins
Extra
Sur
Fine,
Buttons,
35c
RiittnTiss In class iars
cutletsfl.:
veal
with
for
for
serving
patties,
Mushrooms are very nice
at beefMushrooms are very nice for patties, for serving with beafsteak,
served
etc.
Often
steak dinners, and for serving with veal cutlets, lamb chops,
meats.
with green peas, in connection with
SALADS.

the habit of serving salads she should have a supply of such
rnnrtimenta as Terrain vinegar, Worcestershire Sauce, Mint Sauce, Mush
Patsim Panrika. Tabasco Sauce. Onion Relish, etc. We carry all such
items and would be pleased to sbow them to any one Interested,
it i imnortant to have cure well flavored oliv eoil for salads. We espe
we well In cans at 85c for quarts,
cially recommend our Italian oil which
for
$2.75
and
gallon.
for
$Lb5
gallon,
We also have a pint can of good imported oil which we sell at 30c
JAVA COFFEE.
at all the way from 25c to 50c or more per
retailed
are
Coffees
Java
fipnnine
noun
The best Java Coffee we have ever sold Is Chase. & Sanborn's Fancy
Mark Java. We have this In bulk and in lib parchment lh?d Gray Bags
at 40c oer pound. In 51b. cans at $1.90 per can, and in 101b cans at $3.75
of Private Estate
per can. This coffee is blended from the finest selections
flavored blend,
rich
a
mild
of
to
lovers
Javas and will be found very pleasing
35c
Tea
at
flavored
per pound
well
A
Ceylon
SPECIAL
clean, strong,
K one is in
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Be Finished.
UN OFTHENEW DWELLING
Rooms Are Conveniently Ar
ranged and Finishing is
Artistic.
The residence recently purchased
Governor Hagerman on Lincoln
Avenue, and which Is being remodeled. Is nearlnz cnmnletlnn and prom
ises to develop into a beautiful home.
The entrance begins at the sidewalk, where two massive pillars
sranefullv desiirned gate.
th
Leading on, the entrance Is supported
by attractive pergola columns, painted white. There are also pergola col
umns, In groups of two, at Intervals
about the porch. All of the exterior
wood work is white. The outside
walls have received a coat of pebble
dashing.
There are seven rooms down stairs
and four up stairs. The first room entered is the reception room. To the
right of the reception room is the library. The wood work in these two
rooms will be painted a flat white.
Back of the library is the dining room,
finished In baronial oak with colonial
furniture to match in color, which Is
very dark brown, almost black. Back
of the dining room is the kitchen,
which will be painted in light gray.
To the left of the reception room
The governor's bed
is the parlor.
room Is next back of the parlor, and
it will be painted whitio with a pea
arreen tanestry paper. The bath room,
which is next on tnis side, Is suitably
furnished and will be papered with a
tiling paper. Then comes the guest
chamber, painted light blue and pa
pered in figured paper, through which
runs a stripe. The rooms up stairs
are all bed rooms. The main hall,
running clear through the building,
will be painted an olive green.
The floors of the reception room, li
brary and dinine roooms are of hard
oiled oak. Every strip of paper used
has been Imported and the designs are
beautiful.
There is ample ground for the set
ting of a lawn on either side of the
entrance.
The stable will receive a thorough
going over and will be made to look
In keeping with Its surroundings.
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Mercantile Stationery
juactara
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BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
New Mexico

Santa Fe,

BEAUTIFUL

Hagerman Resi
dence Will Soon

bv

MUSHROOMS.
We

BE

Santa Fe

for the appellee and Earl H. Snyder
for the appellant. Case submtited on
briefs.
No. 1154. Southern Car
and Sunnlv Company, appellants,
Gate- vs, Warren Wagner, appellee.
wood and Dunn appeared ror tne appellant and Richardson, Reid and Henry for the appellee. Case adjourned
to next session.
A .D. Thomson, plainNo. 1157.
tiff in error, vs. St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain and Pacific' Railway Com,
pany, defendant in error. John
Lunt, Brooks
J. G. Northcutt,
and Wilrnx. P. H. Murny and Abbott
and Abbott appeared for the plaintiff
and J. Leahy, C. A. Spelss and S. a.
Davis for the defendant. Motion to
dismiss case granted.
No. 1134. Territory of New Mexico, appellant, vs. Frank A. Hubbell,
aDnellee.
Attorney General W. C.
Reid appeared for the Territory and
F. W. Clancy and W. . unuaers ior
the appellee. Motion to dismiss case
overruled.
No. 1128. Territory of New Mexico,
appellee, vs. Rosarlo Emillo, appell
ant. Attorney General W. C. Reid
appeared for tlie appellee and George
B. Barber and Richard P. Barnes for
the appellant. Arguments In the case
submitted.
No. 1142. Territory of New Mexico,
appellee, vs. Joshua P. Church, appel
lant. Attorney General W. C. Reid
appeared for the Territory and Gate
wood and Dunn for tne
appellant.
Case submitted.
No. 1144. Perfecto Armijo, appellee,
vs. J. M. Henry, et el, appellants, ti.
B. Fergusson appeared for the appellants and W. B. Chllders for the appellee. Case argued and submitted.
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DENVER & 1110

GRAPE

JUL! 2

MONDAY

Continued from Page One.

JUNE 27,

WEDNESDAY,

One Night Only
OLD CARNIVAL GROUNDS
W I. SWAIN'S $30,000 TENTED

Scenic Line of the World. tt

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

ETOCOLORADO SPRINGS

DENVER, PUEBLO AND
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Mar-ron-

Connection at Denver with Q lino East and West
Tune at Quick and Rate aa Low as Other Line.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Train.
No Tiresomo Delay at Any Station.

Wild Western Historical
Realty.
AT i.IGHT ONLY, RAIN OR SHINE,
NO DISAPPOINTMENT.
Doors Open at 7 P. M.. Show Begins
at 8 O'clock Sharp.
REDUCED
PRICE OF ADMISSION
FOR THIS DATE ONLY.
Life

In

Tot Illustrated JLdTeTtiaiof Matter or Infomatio- - AAdreaa:
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. and T. A., DENVER, COLORADO, or
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE' GOLDFINCH.

In Plumage That Are Pa.
Una: to the Novice.
Most everv one In America 'Is ac
quainted with the goldfinch, but many
people know the bird by the name or
lettuce bird on account of Its bright
yellow color. Goldfinch Is a very appropriate name, as the bright, yellow
of the male when In breeding plumage
me remaie
Is like burnished goia.
Is more modestly dressed
goldfinch
than her mate. The changes In plumage of the male are very Interesting
and to the novice somewhat puzzling.
COURT NEWS.
Until the student becomes acquainted
the bird he may wonder why he
The Santa Fe Progress and Im- with
sees no males during the winter. The
provement Company has brought suit truth is at this season the flocks of
in the district court for Santa Fe
supposed female goldfinches are really
County against Otto L. Rice of Albu- Of both sexes, the male bird having asexto
the
querque asking damages
sumed Id the previous fall, usually by
tent of seventy dollars, which amourTt
the end of October, a plumage closely
the plaintiff alleges Is due It for rent
resembling that of the female and
defendant.
the
on a house occupied by
bird of the year. The male reyoung
Asking damages in the sum of
tains this inconspicuous dress until
John H. Sargent has brought suit late in
February, when one can noin the district court for Rio Arriba tice a
change taking place in
gradual
County against the New Mexico Ir some of the birds. This renewal of
Is
rigated Lands Company. The suit
feathers Is actively continued through
broueht to recover for wares and mer March and April, and by the first of
chandise sold by thfc plaintiff to the May our resplendent bird Is with us
defendant. A similar suit Is brought mrnin. The sonir nerlod with the male
by John H. Sargent against J. H. Kel goldfinch continues as long as he wears
logg and the North Lovato Lmubet bis gold and black livery, for It comand Commercial Company, in which mences as early as the middle of March
he asks for $500 damages.
and ends late in Aueust. Goldfinches
are very cleanly in their habits and
bathe frequently. Their nests are exMARKET REPORT.
quisite pieces of bird architecture, the
inside being lined with the softest
OFFICIAL MATTERS,
MONEY AND METALS.
plant down. The mother bird Is the
New York, June 27. Money on call builder, her handsome consort during
to 3
firmer at 2
per cent. Prime the nest buildlne time devoting most
Appointments of Indian Agency
Silver' 05. of bis efforts to singing to cheer his In
mercantile paper 5 to 5
Farmers.
June 27. Copper dull, dustrious mate. Philadelphia I'ress.
New
York,
Freeman A. Taber, farmer at the
lead, dull $5.755.85.
Santa Clara Indian Reservation has unchanged; June 27.
Grant' Prraenee at Mind.
St. Ixmis,
Spelter lower,
been promoted and transferred to the
Instance of great presence of
An
at the $5.92
Navaho Indian Reservation
mind was narrated by John Russell
RIBS.
AND
LARD
GRAIN, PORK,
a writer in the Grand
Shlprock Indian School, as farmer.The
Chicago, June 27. Wheat, July, 83 Young, saysOnce
vao.nno.v has been filled by the appoint
during the civil war,
Magnzlne.
83
,
Sept.,
ment of Samuel Stewart McKibben,
Grant was In subordinate comwhen
52
52
Sept.,
Corn, July,
of Santa Fe, who has been appointed
mand, he was reconnoiterlng alone near
Sept., 3636
Oats, July, 36
fnrmpr at. the Santa Clara Indian Kesthe enemy's lines. Suddenly he found
Pork, July, $17.10; Sept., $16.75.
ervation and has entered upon the dishimself confronted by one of the ConSeSpt, $8.95 federates'
Lard, July, $7.77
charge of his duties. His headquarpickets, who was for arrest$9.32
$9.25.
Sept.,
Ribs, July,
ters will be in the Santa Clara canon,
him. "Sho! Sho!" said Grant, with
ing
WOOL MARKET.
whom he will have special charge oi
the utmost coolness. "Can't you see I
St. Louis, Mo., June 27. Wool am
the agricultural lands of the pueblo.
reconnoiterlng In the enemy's unisteady; unchanged.
Funds Received.
form? Don't make a noise. I shall be
STOCK MARKET.
Thfi
following Territorial funds
back directly." And he walked away
N. Y.
Atchison, 88
pfd., 102
have been received for the month of
quietly until out of the picket's sight,
So. Pac, then ran as
Penna., 128
Tune hv Territorial Treasurer J. H. C, 134
nimbly us he could.
67
U. P., 142
pfd., 92
Vaughn:
steel,
Doat In One' Eye.
Chaves County, J. S. Lea, treasurer, Amalgamated Conner. 96
pfd., 101
To "cast dust In one's eyes" perfecttaxes for 1904, $30.54; for 1905, ?1,- 35
LIVE STOCK.
555.45.
ly explains Itself. It Is, however, inKansas City, June 27. Cattle Re teresting to know that Epamlnondas
Colfax County. George J. Pace,
ceipts 8,000; steady. Native steers, at the battle of Tesea defeated the
treasurer, taxes for 1905, $11,041.40.
Dona Ana County, Oscar Lonman, $4.256.00; southern steers, $3.00
Spartans by masking his movements
treasurer, taxes for 1902, $109.98; for 5.00; southern cows, $2.153.50; na with a large body of cavalry. lie
$2.005.25; caused the horsemen to gallop to and
1903, $114.70; for 1904, $109.01; for tive cows and heifers,
and feeders, $2.754.30; fro in front of the enemy in such a way
stackers
1905, $4,635.41.
veilEddy County, J. D. Walker, treasur bulls, $2.504.00; calves, $2.506.00,; as to raise a cloud of dust and so
and
his
of
movements
west1904,
for
the
ed
Infantry
western
fed
tor
$0.11;
1903,
steers,
$3.505.30;
er, taxea
enabled them to take up a new and
ern fed cows, $2.504.25.
$3.54; for 1905, $4,385.25.
finadalune County, Camuio bancnez, - Sheep Receipts 6,000; steady. Mut-- . more advantageous position.
tons, $5.006.50; lambs, $6.007.85;
treasurer, taxes for 1905, $1,983.54.
A Premier'
Wit.
r.mnt C.nnntv. A. S. Goodell, treas range wethers, $5.256.50; fed ewes,
A woman once told Lord Palmerston
urer, taxes for 1902, $15.37; for 1903, $4.755.25.
who had been with ber
Chicago, Ills., June 27. Cattle, re- that her maid,
$78.71; for 1904, $220.49; for 1905,
In the Isle of Wight, objected to going
ceipts 23,000, best steady, othexs lowwas
Lincoln. County. J. H. Canning, er. Beeves $4 to $6.10; cows and heif- thither again because the climate
not "embracing" enough. "What am l
$1,036.20.
for
to
taxes
and
1905,
stockers
$1.25
$5;
feeders,
ers,
treasurer,
tn do with such a woman?" she asked.
Luna County, C. J. Kelly, treasurer, $2.60 to $4.40; Texans, $3.60 to $4.35;
"You had better take ber to the Isle of
1904,
for
to
$6.25.
taxes for 1903, $111.88;
calves, $4.75
next time," said Lord Palmerston.
18,000,
strong. Man
Sheep, receipts
$196.67; for 1905, $9,087.55.
tv nanipl Cassidy. treas- - Sheep, $4.90 to $6.50; lambs, $5.90 to
Infreoaent.
nrpr taxes for 1904. $95.09; for 1905, $8.
Kind Lady I have nothing but some
S3 297.63.
salad and mince pie. You sureThe New Mexican can do printing lobster
Otero County, J. C. Dunn, treasurer,
don't want that for your breakfast?
ly
1904,
for
taxes for 1903, $13.63;
iqual to that done in any of the large Wearv Walker Oh. dls is me dinner
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of mum. I had me breakfast
$124.49; for 1905, $10,707.2b.
day before
l
Countv. Eugenlo Ro work we turn out Try our work once
a ay.clcvelana Leader.
$3.35;
1903,
for
taxes
We
come
will
and you
certainly
again.
mero, treasurer,
.. .
.
... ...
f,air oil tti farllitla- fnv tiimlno. mir
-!
for 1904, $2.37; for 1905, ?i4,o&..
winged time glides on insensiDiy ana
treasSanta Fe County, Celso Lopez,
every class of work. Including one of flecelTeg nSi ttna tnere 9 nothing more
urer, taxes for 1902, $608.19; for 1903, the best binderies In the west
fleetlnir than vears.-Ov- ld.
$671.70; for 1904, $638.94; for 1905,
Chance

New Meic&

P

$1,-00-

Com

1

jpay

4

4

BINDERS
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IFRANCISCO

LEVI A. HUGHES.

DELUADO.

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Estate
Insurance and Real
with email

capital and also
We have some choice property for the person
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.

West Side of Plaza.

Office

:

:

:

8antaFeN.il.

s

5-

-

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.
Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars,
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
J.

W.

:

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

W.

AKERS.

N. TOWNSEND.

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried at
"Our Place" ha3 been added to our stock. We buy our
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
to Coronado Hotel.

Mie-np-

j

'

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

OPENING

:

:

BLANK

:

BOOK.

,

"--

$7 930.79.

AKERS

&

San Juan County, W. E. Williams,
treasurer, taxes for 1903, $19.90; for
1904, $36.37; for 1905, $2,348.13.
Sierra County, J. C. Plemmons,
treasurer, taxes for 1903, $19.90; for
Yjj'U Have to Hurry!
for 1905, $2,795.48.
A ladv lust from Mexico arrived In 1904, $119.30;
iSocoro County, Jose E. Torres, treasSanta Fe yesterday with a beautiful
for 1904,
assortment of Mexican drawn work urer, taxes for 1903, $26.72;
$8,337.52.
for
1905,
$33.05;
She needed money and we bought all
Taos County, Jose M. Medina, treasshe had. Come quick and get the
urer, taxes for 1904, $18.56; for 1905,
first pick.

TOWNSEND, Proprietors.

n

Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy

Almort every family hat need
of a reliabla remedy for colic or
diarrhea at tome time during the
year.
Thii remedy it recommended
by dealen who have told it for
many yean and know it value.
It hat received thoutandt of
testimonial! from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by physicians with the most sa factory

$2,057.55.

THE ORIGINAL
OLD : CURIO

: STORE

J. 8. CANDELARIO, PROP.
'301-30San Francisco St.

Torrance County, William Mcintosh, taxes for 1905, $288.56.
Union County, John F. Wolford,
treasurer, taxes for 1902, $7.35; for
1903, $11.01; for 1904, $4.19; for 1905,

Opals and Turquois

J.

M. DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street,

Office

.

17,098.40.

3

Cantain Arthur Trelford,
superin
of
Tentorial Penitentiary,
tendent
We Are Headquarters for the Beet As convicts' earnings, $3,120.19.
sortment of
A. A. Keen, commissioner of public
CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA lands, common school Income, $432.
HO INDIAN BLANKETS.
45; Palace income, $26.
Will C .Barnes, secretary of the
cattle sanitary board, cattle Indemnity
fund, $3,432.50.
Arthur Sellgman, treasurer of the
Drawn WOrK, HaSKetS, roiiery ana in Territorial Board of Managers of Lou
dlan C.rlos In the United State, f Isiana Purchase Exposition, refund on j

All classes of blanks are kept on
hand at the offices of tbe New 'text-caPrinting Company.

remits.

fiincwrlfprlnsk lr,inPJ-

EpkQ Mjckoff, Seomans
New Mexican

&

-

(InK ftp

Dprninfltau'ttD-ltitO-

tenedicf..327 Proodwoy.

New

r.

York.

Printing Company, Dealers, Santa Fe, N. M.

.

It has often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
or a phyncian aummoned.
It onlv catti a Quarter. Can
ou afford to risk to much for
le? BUY IT NOW.

1

to

3 p.

Telephone No. 30.

Fours

:

m., except Wedn
and Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAI,
First class accommodations for
llmltfid number of patients.

New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instruments. Faradlc, galvanic
and static electricity.
and Radiographic work.
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.
,

